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I.Name of Property
COLUMBIA FOREST HISTORIC DISTRICT
Historic name:
Other namestsite Number (VDHR File Number 000-9416)

2. Location
Street & Number: The district boundaries follow the northern Dropem lines alone 1imStreet South. South Edison Street. and South Dinwiddie
Street to the north. the eastern propem lines along South Columbus Street to the northeast. South Georee Mason Street to the southeast, and the
properties on the eastern side of South Frederick Street.
not for publication
NIA
citv or town
NIA
vicinihi NIA state
Vueinia
code
VA
county Arlineton
code 013
zip code: 22204

3. StatelFederal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, I hereby certify that this X nomination
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of
Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property 1/
meets -does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant -nationally
statewidenoJ
i t--&
p~l
- sheet for additional comments.)
\
\

Signature ofcertifylng official
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State or Federal Agency or Tribal government
In my opinion. the property -meets -does not meet the National Register criteria. ( -See continuation sheet for additional
comments.)
Signature of commenting officianitle

State or Federal agency and bureau

Date
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4. National Park Service Certification
I, hereby certify that this property is:

Signature of the Keeper

-entered in the National Register
-See continuation sheet.
-determined eligible for the National

Date of Action

Register

-See continuation sheet.
-determined not

eligible for the National Register
-removed 6om the National Register
-other (explain):

5. Classification
Ownership of Property (Check as many boxes as apply):
L private
-

public-local
public-State
public-Federal

Category of Property (Check only one box):

X
-

-

building(s)
district
site
structure
object

Number of Resources within Property:
Contributing
Noncontributing
238
82 buildings

-

-sites

-

-objects

238
-

=Total

3 structures

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register

0

Name of related multiple property listing (Enter "NIA" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.)

NIA
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8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria (Mark "X" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register listing)
Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.
A
X
B
Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a m e , period, or method of construction or represents the work of a
X
C
master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.
D
Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information important in prehistory or history.
Criteria Considerations (Mark " X in all the boxes that apply.)
A
owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes.
B
removed from its original location.
C
a birthplace or a grave.
D
a cemetery.
E
a reconstructed building, object, or structure.
F
a commemorative property.
G
less than 50 years of age or achieved significance within the past 50 years
Areas of Significance (Enter categories from instructions)
COMMUNITY PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
ARCHITECTURE

Period of Significance
1942 - 1945

Significant Dates
1942

Significant Person (Complete if Criterion B is marked above)

Cultural Affiiation
-

- -

ArchitecUBuilder
Corps of Eneineers
Johnson, Jesse
Westbrook Incorporated
Army

Narrative Statement of Significance (Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)
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9. Major Bibliographical References
Bibliography
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.)
Previous documentation on fde (NPS):
preliminaty determination of individual listing (36 CFR 67) has been requested.
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
-

-

recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey #
recorded by Historic American Engineering Record #

Primary Location of Additional Data:
X
State Historic Preservation Ofice

X
-

Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government

-

University
Other

-

Name of repository:

10. Geographical Data
Acreage of Property:

47.959 acres

UTM References (Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet):
1)
2)

Zone
I8
18

Easting
31161864
3/171020

Northing
431021522
431021330

Zone
3)
4)

Easting

31161750

18

1 3116/555

Northing
431021038
431021399

- See continuation sheet.

Verbal Boundary Description (Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.)
Boundary Justification (Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.)

11. Form Pre~aredBv
nameltitle
organization
street & number
city or town

Jana E. Rieele and Laura V. Trieschmann, Architectural Historians
E.H.T. Traceries
112 1 5TH Street, NW
Washington

date

August 2003lRevised October 2003
telephone (202) 393 - 1199
states
zip code 2000 1
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Additional Documentation
Submit the following items with the completed form:

Continuation Sheets
Maps

A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the propews location.
A sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources.
Photographs
Representative black and white photographs of the property.
Additional items (Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)
--

-

~~p

Property Owner
(Complete this item at the rquest of the SHPO or FPO.)
--

street & number
city or town

--

state-

telephone
zip code

Paperwork Reduction Art Statement: This information in h g c o l l e c t e d for applications to the National Regisle of Hislaic Places to nominate p m p i i e s f a listing or
determine eligibility for listing, to list propafies, and to amend existing listing. Response to this request is r e q u i d to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic
Preservation Act. as amended ( I 6 U.S.C. 470 n seq.). A federal agmcy may not conduct or sponsor, and a pan is not required to respond to a collection of information unlss it
displays a valid OM6 control number.
Estimated Burden Statement: Public repo%ting burdm for this form is estimated to avenge 18.1 horn per response including the time for reviewing instructions, gathehg and
maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct commmu rewding this bwden estimate or any aspect of this form to Keepm, National Register of Historic
Places, 1849 "C"Street NW, Washington. DC 20240.
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7. Description
SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
Located in the southwest comer of Arlington County, Virginia, just north of the Fairfax County line, Columbia Forest is a
small residential neighborhood of 233 single-family dwellings contracted by the Federal government to house the families
of young officers and ranking officials. Accessible from Columbia Pike (a major east-west route in the county) and South
George Mason Drive (running from north to south), the neighborhood is located about eight miles from Washington, D.C.
The district boundaries follow the northern property lines along 1l~ Street South, South Edison Street, and South
Dinwiddie Street to the north, the eastern property lines along South Columbus Street to the northeast, South George
Mason Street to the southeast, and the property on the eastern side of South Frederick Street. Curvilinear streets
interspersed with cul-de-sacs wind through the hilly wooded neighborhood. Many of the mature trees found throughout the
district have been in place since before the development was platted. The dwellings, each set to one side of irregular-sized
lots, front close to the street and are generally surrounded by foundation plantings and shrubs. Throughout the
neighborhood, the dwellings are positioned in pairs, with two houses sited close together, flanked by large side yards.
Many of the streets are lined with sidewalks and very few of the lots feature driveways, therefore most residents park their
cars along the streets.
Built in two phase beginning in 1942 and ending in 1945, the dwellings within the Columbia Forest district reflect the
Colonial Revival style. Each dwelling is two stories in height and between two- to three-bays wide, built of masonry
construction using either concrete block or bricks, and capped by either a front- or side-gabled roof. By alternating
between two and three bavs. concrete block and brick facing.
-. and front- and side-gabled roofs. the builders created seven
dwelling forms that were alternated throughout the development. Although the forms differed, each dwelling, as originally
built. contained the same number of rooms. According to current residents. the dwellings contained two rooms on the first
floor, two rooms on the second floor, one bathroom, and no basement. Less than half of the properties within the district
contain one or more outbuildings such as garages and sheds. The majority of these do not date to the early 1940s, but were
added over the past fifty years.
<

-

.

-

-

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
In 1941, the newly formed Federal governmental body, the Defense Housing Corporation (DHC), recognized the lack of
suitable housing in the Washington, D.C. area caused by the influx of defense and government workers. It was the primary
job of the DHC to fund and oversee the construction of housing developments throughout the country. The designed and
constructed of Columbia Forest was under the direction of the Army Corps of Engineers between 1941 and 1945. This
neighborhood was one of three DHC projects in Arlington County. The neighborhood, as originally developed, only
contained single-family dwellings built in the Colonial Revival style. The Colonial Revival style, which borrowed heavily
from early American architecture-particularly Georgian and Federal buildings-was largely an outgrowth of a nationwide
pride in the past. When it first appeared, in the late nineteenth century, the Colonial Revival style remained the exclusive
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domain of fashionable architectural firms and was favored for the large residences ofwealthy clients. During the first half
of the twentieth century the style spread to the suburbs and increased in popularity, resulting in Colonial Revival-style
dwellings with a more modest form and detailing. The popular style was quickly embraced by developers and architects to
meet the housing needs of suburban Arlington County in the middle part of the twentieth century. The adaptation of the
style to the modest single-family dwellings of Columbia Forest resulted in two-story dwellings with symmetrical
fenestration, decorative door surrounds, stringcourses, corner pilasters, rowlock sills, and gabled roofs.
Although all the dwellings within the neighborhood reflect the Colonial Revival style, there are avarietyof forms created
by altering the construction materials employed, the number of bays, and the orientation of the gable roofs. Out of the 233
primary dwellings within the district, 158 are built of concrete blocks, while the remaining-75 dwellings are of brick
construction, typically laid in a six-course American-bond pattern. The majority of the brick dwellings, which
predominately date from 1945, are all located in the southeastem and western portions of the neighborhood. All the
dwellings flanking 12" Street South and South George Mason Drive are ofbrick construction. Additional brick dwellings
are sited along South Edison Street southeast of its intersection with 11" Road South, and on South Columbus Street south
of the intersection with South Columbus Street. All the remaining areas within the district were improved with concreteblock dwellings.
The concrete-block dwellings were built during the first phase construction, with Westbrook, Incorporated acting as the
builder. These buildings exhibit three different forms defined by the number of bays and the orientation of the gable roof.
The most common form within the neighborhood is the two-story, three-bay concrete-block dwelling with a side-gabled
roof. Located throughout the concrete block sections of the neighborhood, it is the dominant form and was used on 103
dwellings. As originally constructed, these dwellings featured central entries set in surrounds of concrete-block pilasters
and molded wood pediments. Windows with rowlock sills and large wood lintels flank the entrance and are in turn framed
by raised concrete panels that are often painted to resemble shutters. The windows, without the concrete panels, are
repeated in the second story. Other features include wood cornices, side-gable roofs covered with asphalt shingles, wood
cornices, and an exterior-side brick chimney exists on the rear elevation. Examples of this form can be seen at 4910 10"
Street South, 5172 11" Street South, and 1033 South Edison Street. Other decorative features found on some of these
dwellings include brick stringcourses, as seen at 5100 l 1" Road South and 5004 1 I" Street South, and concrete-block
pilasters at the comers as at 5109 1 1" Street South.
The second most common form of concrete-block dwellings found within the district are two stories in height and three
bays wide with a front-gabled roof. Thirty-eight concrete-block dwellings are representative of this form. These
dwellings, as originally built, feature off-center entrances set between raised concrete-blockpilasters supporting amolded
wood entablature, windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels, brick stringcourses, wood cornices, front-gabled roofs
with asphalt shingles, and exterior-end brick chimneys. Examples of this form can be seen at 5 1 18 1 1" Road South, 49 12
1I" Street South, and 1048 South Edison Street.
The final form of concrete-block dwellings located within the Columbia Forest neighborhood are two stories in height, two
bays wide, and have front-gabled roofs. There are only 10 dwellings within the district representative of this form. These
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dwellings are similar to the three-bay, front-gabled dwellings discussed above. They feature side entrances set between
raised concrete-block pilasters supporting a molded wood entablature, windows with rowlock sills and large wood lintels,
brick stringcourses, wood cornices, front-gabled roofs covered with asphalt shingles, and exterior-end brick chimneys.
Examples of this form are located at 5133 11" Street South, 5180 11" Street South, and 5100 12" Street South.
Although the concrete-block dwellings feature different forms, they display many of the same details. All the dwellings
feature an entry surround, rowlock sills, wood lintels, and an exterior brick chimney. When constructed the concrete-block
houses also contained identical windows. Paired sets of 3-light wood casement windows set beneath 2-light transoms light
the first story. The second story also featured paired sets of 3-light casement windows, but not the accompanying
transoms. The windows on many ofthe concrete-block dwellings have been replaced by wood or vinyl sash windows, but
a few ofthe concrete-block dwellings retain their original windows. These can be seen at 4912 11" Street South, 5 109 11"
Street South, and 5133 l I" Street South.
The brick dwellings were largely constructed during the second phase of development, which was undertaken by Jesse
Johnson. These buildings
- comprise less than half of the district, but feature four forms instead of three. These forms, like
the concrete-block dwellings, are identifiable by the number of bays and the orientation of the gable roof. The brick
dwellings display the same decorative details found on the concrete-block dwellings. Out of the 75 brick dwellings within
the neighborhood, 48 are two stories in height, two bays wide, and topped with side-gabled roofs. These dwellings feature
stretcher-bond brick foundations, side entrances set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature,
double-hung wood sash windows with rowlock sills, rowlock stringcourses,wood cornices, front gable roofs with asphalt
shingles, and exterior-end brick chimneys. Some of these dwellings also feature brick pilasters at the comers. A few
examples of this form include 5004 12" Street South, 1837 South George Mason Drive, and 1909 South George Mason
Drive.
The two-story, three-bay brick dwellings with side-gabled roofs are the second most common brick dwelling form within
the district represented by just three buildings in total. These dwellings are almost identical to the two-story, three-bay
concrete block form. They feature a central entrance set between brick pilasters supporting either amolded wood pediment
or a brick entablature, double-hung wood sash windows with rowlock sills, brick stringcourses, wood cornices, side-gabled
roofs covered with asphalt shingles, and an exterior-side brick chimney. A few of these dwellings also feature brick
pilasters. Examples of this form can be seen at 5009 12" Street South and 5017 12" Street South.
Within the district, there are 24 front-gabled brick dwellings; 22 of which measure two bays wide, while the remaining two
dwellings are three bays wide. The forms, although differing in number of bays, feature the same decorative detailing.
Both forms have side entries, paired or single double-hung wood sash windows set above rowlock sills, brick
stringcourses, wood cornices, front gable roofs covered with asphalt shingles, and exterior-side brick chimneys. These
forms generally do not have entrances highlighted by Colonial Revival-style surrounds. Examples of front-gabled, two-bay
dwellings are located at 5000 12" Street South, 5029 12" Street South, and 5044 12" Street South. Three-bay forms with
front-gabled roofs can be seen at 5013 12" Street South and 1124 South Edison Street.
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Only 90 secondary resources such as a garage or shed were noted in Columbia Forest. Ofthese outbuildings, only fourteen
appear to date from the period between 1942 and 1945. The majority of the contributing secondary resources are garages,
eleven in total, while there are only three 1942-1945 sheds. In general, the contributing garages are one story in height and
one bay wide with front-gabled roofs covered with asphalt shingles. The majority of them are ofwood-kame construction
and clad in weatherboards, pressed vertical boards, aluminum siding, or vinyl siding. The contributing sheds closely
resemble the garages and are one story in height and one bay wide with front-gabled roofs covered with asphalt shingles.
Development After 1945

By 1945, the Columbia Forest development was complete with single-familydwellings positioned on every lot. During the
second half of the twentieth century, the Columbia Forest neighborhood was expanded to the north, east, and west. These
areas, which were improved by single-family dwellings, apartment buildings, and late-twentieth-centurytownhouses, were
not part of the original subdivision and are, therefore, not included in the historic district. Additional outbuildings were
constructed on about 67 properties during the second half of the twentieth century. These non-contributing resources are
generally garages or sheds between one to two bays in width and one story in height. These buildings are generally woodframe or pre-fabricated metal and clad in vinyl or aluminum siding. Other noted outbuildings include carports, gazebos,
and guesthouses.
Within the Columbia Forest district itself, very little changes have been made since 1945. The limited number ofrooms
within the dwellings have caused some owners to build unimposing additions to the rear ofthe dwellings. These additions
generally have little impact on the integrity of the dwelling as they are often not visible from the street and do not disturb
the original form and fenestration of the historic dwelling. Other alterations include covering the concrete-block walls with
cladding materials such as formstone, aluminum siding, and vinyl siding, and replacing the original wood sash windows
with vinyl sash windows. Despite the alterations and minor additions that have occurred within Columbia Forest, the
majority of the features that illustrate the building's original style in terms of massing, spatial relationship, proportion,
fenestration, texture of materials, and ornamentation are largely intact. The setback, massing, scale, and overall feeling of
Columbia Forest as a government-motivated suburban neighborhood are significantly intact.
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Columbia Forest Historic District (000-9416)
Arlington County, VA
Columbia Forest Historie District Inventoq
10th Street South
Street South 000-9416-0209
4904 10'~
Primary Resource Infomation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers and a brick rowlock belt-course. The facade (north elevation) features a central enhy set in a concrete
block surround with a wood molded lintel flanked by double-hung wood sash lll-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windowsare repeated
on the second story. Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. Thedwelling has a sidegable rwf, which is covered with asphait shingles. One
exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the south elevation. A one-story, one-bay wing with a flat roof is attached to the east elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Contributing
4910 10th Street South 000-9416-0208
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three hays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting a concrete hlock structural
system decorated with concrete block pilastersat thecorners. The facade (north elevation) features acentrai entry set in a concrete block surround with a molded
wood pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash lll-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in theupper story. Raised
concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
11th Road South
5100 11th Road South 000-9416-0174
Primary Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course. The facade (north elevation) features a central enhy set in a concrete hlock surround with a molded wood
pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in the upper story. Raised
concrete hlock panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney
exists on the south elevation. A one-story, one-bay addition is attached to the south elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
5106 11th Road South 000-94160173
Primary Resource Information: Single
- Dwelling,
- Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block smctural
svstem clad in aluminum sidine. The facade (north elevation) features a central entrv set in an aluminum sidinacladoedimented
surround flanked by double-hung
.
vinyl sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A
metal awning shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame wing clad in aluminum siding and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the west elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling

-

5112 11th Road South 000-9416-0172
Printary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelling- is two stories in height
- and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevation) features a side enny set in an aluminum clad concrete block surround and double-hung vinyl sash
Ill -light windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding and
topped with a Shed roof is attached to the south elevation.
Contributing
1,ldividrral Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individ~talResource Status: Garage
Non-Contributing
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5115 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0103
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade(south elevation) features a central entry set in avinyl siding clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash 111-light
windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior brick
chimney is visible over the roofline. A two-story wood frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5118 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0171
Primary Resource Infirmation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvo stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with rowlock string- and belt-courses. The facade (north elevation) features a side entry set in a concrete block surround with a wood molded
lintel and double-hung \in11 sash I I-l~ghtu,indows with rowlock sills and w d lintels. The first story windows are pos~tionedaho\edccorat~\epanels. The
ducllinc has an aluminum clad cornice and a front cable roof, vhich is covered uith as~haltshinclcs Oneexterior-end brick chimney ith a corkled ;an r'xirts
on the south elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding and featuringone exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap and a onestory concrete block addition are attached to the south elevation.
lndividuol Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing
5119 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0104
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation clad in a stone faqade supporting a
concrete block structural system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in avinyl siding cladpedimented surround. Doublehune-vinvl
. sash ill-lieht windows flank the entrance and are rmeated in the umer
. . stow. The dwelline has a side eable roof. which is covered with as~halt
shingles. One interior brick chimney is visibleover the roofline. A one-story wing is attached to the west elevation and a two-story addition clad in vinyl siding is
attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

-

-

5122 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0170
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supponing a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum siding clad pedirnented surromdflankdbydarblehung
wood sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling ha a sidegablerwf, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the south elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to
the south elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5123 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0105
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl sidinc. The facade (south elevation) features a side entrv set in a vinyl siding clad concrete block surround and double-hung.vinyl
. sash IIIlight windows. The dweiing has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by
wood columns shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the north elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Sranu: Gazebo
5126 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0169
Primary Re.vource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v i style
l
dwelling<s two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svston clad in vinvl sidinc. The facade (nonh elevation) features a central ennv set in a vinvl sidine
- clad .~edimentedsurround flanked bvdouble-hunc-vinvl. sash
Ill -light windows. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
interior brick chimney with a corbeled cap is visible over the roofline. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame addition clad in siding and topped with a flat roof is
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attached to the west elevation. A wood-frame carport with a Shed roof extends to the west.
Individual Resource Sforus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Non-Contributing
5127 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0106
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Storles 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system with astretcher-bond brick veneer on thesouth elevation decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. The facade(south elevation) features a central enhy
set between concrete block pilasters supporting a molded wood pediment. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the
second story. The dwelling has a sidegable mof, which is covered with asphalt shingle. A one-story, one-bay brick wing with a Shed roof isanached to the w e t
elevation. A similar one-story brick addition is anached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5130 l l t h Road South 000-9416-0168
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, ca 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevation) features a side entry set in an aluminum siding clad pedimented concrete block surround and two
double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows. Thedwelling has a front gabie roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side aluminum siding clad
chimney exists on the east elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing
Individual Resource Stotus: Shed
Non-Contributing
5131 11th Road South 000-9416-0107
Primary Resource Infirmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
systnn clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side enny with an aluminum clad molded lintel and double-hung vinyl sash 616-light
windows. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
I~rdividualResource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
11th Street South
4901 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0212
Primaiy Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block stmctural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (east elevation) features a central entry set in a concrete block surround with a molded wood pediment flanked by
double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
4912 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0133
P r i m a v Resource Informatio,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
systcm decorated with a rowlock stringcourse and belt-course. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry set in a concrete block surround with a
rnoldcd wood lintel and three-light metal c a n n e n t windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. The first story windows have 2-light metal transoms. The
dwelling has overhanging eaves, an aluminum clad cornice and a front gabie roof, which is covered with standing seam metal. One exterior-end brick chimney
exists on thesoutheast elevation. A one-story, one-bay porch with a half-hipped roof supported by square wood posts is attached to the facade. A two-story w d frame incomplete addition is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
I~~divid~dal
Resoume Status: Single Dwelling
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4918 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0132
Primory Resource Informotion: Single Dwellin& Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v astyle
l
dwellingk two stories in height and thr& bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem clad in vinvl sidine. The facade(west elevation) features a central enmi set in a~edimentedsurround encased in aluminum. Douhle-hune-vinvl
, sash I l l light windows with aluminum clad sills flank theentranceand are repeated in thesecond story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. Oneexterior-side brick shetcher-bond chimney exists on the east elevation. A two-story wood-frameaddition clad in vinyl siding is attached to theeast
elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

~~

~~~~

~

5000 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0131
Primory Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styledwelling is hvostories in height and three bays wide. It hasa solid concrete block foundation clad in formstonesupporiingaconcrete
block structural system clad in vinyl siding. The facade(northwest elevation) features a central entry set in a formstone
clad ped&ented surround.
Double-hune vinvl sash Ill-lieht
" windows flank the entrance and are reneated in theuoDer stow. Thedweliinehas asidecable rwf. which is covered with m h a l t
shingles. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the southeast elevation.
lndividuol Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

- .

..

.

~~~

-

-

5001 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0055
Primory Resource InJonnotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
l
dwellingis two storiff in height and thr& bays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting a concrete hlock structural
This colonial ~ e v i v astyle
svstem clad with aluminum sidinc. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entrv set between concreteblockoilastersandsu~wmncawooddim~ltand
double-hung metal Ill-light windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior brick chimney (originally exterior)
with a corbeled cap is visible. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the northwest elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Stotus: Shed
Non-Contributing

-

..

-

5004 11th Street South 000-9416-0130
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three hays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete hlock srmctural
system decorated with a brick rowlock stringcourse. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central projecting wood-frame entry vestibule clad in vertical
boards and topped with a Shed root Douhle-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank theentry and are repeated in thesecond
story. Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Sratus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5005 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0054
Primoiy Resource InformotIon: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in a raised concrete hlock surround with a wood molded pediment anddouhle-hung vinyl sash
Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and w w d lintels. One proiecting boxed bay window with a sliding sash window and double-hung lll-light vinyl sash
windows with a Shed roof and a corbeled base is positioned to on; side of the entry. Raised concrete blockpanels flank the first story window andhox hiy. The
dwelling- has a side gable
roof, which is covered with asvhalt shingles. A two-stow.
.
.. one-bav concrete block addition with a mnartite window on the first stow and
douhle-hung windows on the second story is attached to thesouthwest elevation of the original dwelling. A second wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding and
topped with a gable roof has been built on top of the first additions. Although the original dwelling has low integrity due to these additions, the original walls,
openings, decorative details, and roof of the original dwelling ha\,e been maintained and are easily discemable.
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5008 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0129
Primory Resource InJonnorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a stuccoed concrete hlock
structural system decorated with a stuccoed stringcourse. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry set in a projecting surrvund with a molded wood
lintel and double-hung wood sash lll-light windows with wood sills and keystone lintels. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, three-bay porch with a half-hipped roof supported.hy
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tumed wood posts is attached to the facade. A one-story stuccoed wing with a Shed roof extends from the southwest elevation and a two-story wood-frame
addition is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individual Re.<ource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5012 11th Street South 000-9416-0128
Prima? Resource In/ormation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a stuccoed concrete block
structural system. The facade (northwest elevation) features a sideenhy set in a wood Colonial Revival surround with fluted pilasters and a broken pediment and
double-hung vinyl sash 111-light windows with stucco clad sills and lintels. Thedwelling has a wood corniceand a front gable roof, which iscovered with asphalt
shingles. Wood posts support a wood-'ame addition to the second story. This addition is clad in vinyl siding and has a Shed roof.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Playhouse
Non-Contributing
5016 11th Street South 000-9416-0127
Prima? Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features acentral entry set in an aluminum cladpedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash
l 11-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gablercmf, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One two-story
wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individtral Resource Status Single Dwelling
Contributing
5020 11th Street South 000-9416-0126
Primay Rerource Infonnation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central enhy set in a vinyl siding clad concrete block surround. Double-hung vinyl sash
Ill -light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
5100 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0125
Prima? Resource lnformatio,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade(northwest elevation) features a central entry set in aaiuminum siding clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl
sash Ill-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A onestory wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5101 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0080
Primaw Resorrrre Infonnarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v a style
l
dwellingis two storik in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem clad in vinvl siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entrv set in avinvl sidinaclad concrete block surroundand double-hung.vinyl
. sash 111~ ; ~ windows.
ht
The dweiing has a front gable roof, whichis covered with asphalt shingl;.
One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the
southwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
111dividualRerource Statu.~:Shed
Non-Contributing
5104 11th Street South 000-9416-0124
Pri,naq, Resource I,,fo,morion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding and decorated with pilasters at the comers. The facade(northwes1 elevation) features a central entry set between aluminum siding
clad peditnented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill -light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. A one-story wood-tiame addition
clad in aluminum siding is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
1,zdividual Resorrrce Storus: Single Dwelling
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5105 11th Street South 000-9416-0081
Primory Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry set between aluminum siding clad pilasters and double-hung vinyl sash 111light windows. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay portico with a
front gable porch supported by wood posts. A one-story addition with a Shed roof is attached to the northwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srohrs: Single Dwelling
5108 11th Street South 000-94160123
Primap Resource Jnformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supponing a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry set in an aluminum clad concrete block surround and douhle-hung vinyl sash
111-light windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
lndividuol Resource Sralus: Single Dwelling
lndividuol Resource Slorus: Garage
Contributing
5109 11th Street South 000-9416-0082
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
\).;lem de.onld uilh atm:rile block pilaswrfst thrcorneri. i h e tbcaJc(.;outh eleval~on,features3 ucnwlmtly set bstuemconcrere h l ~ p~l&<lm.
L
Palred >rlr
a4'3-llehl
inlct>lcasement u indo\vr with 2-llrht transoms. rou lock sills. and tvmd lintels rlsnk rhcentmnce. Raised concrete hlwk nancll tlank !he uindow~ lhe
"
second story contains similar windows without transoms set above rowlock sills. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A
one-story, one-hay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. A one-story addition is attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5113 11th Street South 000-94160083
Primory Resource Informario?~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a rowlock stringcourse. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in a concrete block surround with a wood lintel.
Double-hung vinyl sash III-light windows set between rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated on the second story. Thedwelling has a
side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
5117 l l t h Street South 000-94160084
Primary Resource 1,rformarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers. The facade (south elevation) feahlres a central entry set between concreteblock pilasters supporting a
wood molded pediment. Douhle-hung vinyl sash ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story.
Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One extenor-side brick
chimney exists on the north elevation. A two-story addition clad in weatherboards is attached to the north elevation.
Jndividual Resource Slat~rr:Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Starus: Garage
Contributing
5121 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0085
Primary Resource Injbnnario,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styledwelling was originally two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid concrete block foundation supporting aconcrete block
structural system clad in a stone veneer on the first story and aluminum siding on the second story. The facade (south elevation) features a entry set in a stoneclad
concrete block surround and double-hung vinyl sash lll-light windows with stone sills on the first story. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney exists on the north elevation. A largetwwstory addition has been built onto the west elevation, doubling the
width of the house. The addition disolavs
. . similar materials and has one exterior-side half-shouldered brick chimney on the west elevation.
Contributing
Itldividuol R~courceSrorus: Single Dwelling
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5122 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0114
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styledwelling is two storiff in height and three hays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shuctural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (north elevation) features a side entry set in a vinyl siding clad concrete hlock surround and double-hung vinyl sash It1 light windows. Thedwelling has a wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior brick chimney with a c o k l e d cap is
visible. A metal overhang shades the entrance. A two-story wood-hme addition clad in vinyl siding is anached to the south elevation.
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5126 11th Street South 000-94160113
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
a
block structural
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelline is two stories in heieht and three bavs wide. It hasa solid concrete hlock foundation s u.~. ~ o r t i an concrete
system clad in aluminurnsiding. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set between twoconcrete block pilasters support& a molded wood pediment.
Paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows flank the entrance and are repeatedin theupper story. The first st04 windowshave 2-light metal transoms. The
dwelline has amolded wood cornice and a side cable roof. which is covered with a s ~ h a lshinales.
t
One exterior-side brick chimnw with acorbeled mmiceexists
on the south elevation. A one-story addition with a Shed roof is anached to the south elevation.
Individual Resource Sratus; Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

-

-

5130 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0112
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete hlock structural
system decorated with a rowlock stringcourse. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set between two concrete block pilasters supporting a wood
molded pediment. Paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank theentrance and are repeated in the second story. The
first story windows also have 2-light metal transoms and raised concrete hlock panels to either side. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One two-story concrete block addition is attached to the south elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5133 l l t h Street South 000-94160090
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stones in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete hlock structural
system decorated with a concrete block stringcourse and belt-course. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry set in a concrete hlock surround with a
wood cornice. Paired sets of3-light metal casement windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels light the first and second stories. The first story window has a2light metal fixed hansom. The dwelling has a wood molded cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick
chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the west elevation.
Individual Resource Stattrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5134 l l t h Street South 000-94160111
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supponing a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade(north elevation) featuresaside entry set in an aluminum siding clad concrete hlock surround and double-hung vinyl
sash Ill-light windows. There is one canted bay window with three l-light vinyl casement windows. The dwelling has afront gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. The original brick chimney is located on the south elevation and has acorbeled cap. Atwo-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is
attached to the south elevation. The addition has an exterior-end chimney clad in aluminum siding.
Individual Resorrrce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5137 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0091
P r i ~ n aRe.~olrrce
~,
Irformorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding on all sides except the facade. The facade(south elevation) is clad with faux stoneon the first story below the windows, aluminum
board-and batten on the from the faux stone to the second story windows, and aluminum siding from the base of the second story windows to the cornice. The
central entry is set in a faux stone clad pedimental surround and is flanked by paired sets of )-light metal casement windows with 2-light fixed metal transoms.
These windows are also set in a faux stone surround. The second story contains two paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows. The dwelling hasa sidegable
roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
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lndividlral Resource Status: Single Dwelling
IndividuolResource Status: Shed

Contributing
Non-Contributing

5138 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0110
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stones in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevation) features acenhal entry set in an aluminum side clad concrete block surround. Paired sets of3-light
metal casement windows with aluminum clad sills flank the enhance and are repeated in theupper story. The first story windows have2-light metal transoms. The
dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
5141 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0092
Primary Resource Infomation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (south elevation) features a cenhal entry set in an aluminum siding clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl
sash ill-light windows flank the enhance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Indrl,iduol Re.source S~otus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Srotus: Garage
Contributing
5142 l l t h Street South 000-94160109
Primary Resource Infomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set behveen two concrete block pilasters supporting a wood molded pediment.
Paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows flank the enhance and are repeated in the second story. The tint story windows have 2-light metal transoms. The
dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the south elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
5145 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0093
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. Tne facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in a vinyl siding clad surround. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows
flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
Individual Rrsotrrce Status: Single Dwelling
l,~d;v~~lual
Resource Statu?: Shed
Non-Contributing
5148 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0108
Prhan.Re.sou,~e/,formation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
a
svstcm decorated with concrete block ~ilastersat the corners. The facade (north elevation) features a cenhal enhy set between concreteblock pilasters supporting
..
wood molded pediment. ~ o u b l c h u n gvinyl sash 111-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank theenhanceand are repeated in theupper story. 7he
dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the south elevation. A onestory wing with a gable roof is attached to the west elevation.
1,rdividual Resoerce StoIr~s: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5149 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0094
Pri~naryResource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. it has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a mayonry structural
system with bricks laid in a stretcher-bond p a t t m decorated with a soldier course belt course. The facade(southeast elevation) features a side entry with a wood
paneled door set in a brick surround with pilasten and a corbeled entablature. One set of fixed I-light aluminum sash windows are next to the door and are
repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covercd with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick
chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A two-story brick addition is attached to the northwest elevation.
Individsal Resoerce Statlrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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5157 11th Street South

000-9416-0033

Primary Resourcelnfomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, ea 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid foundation supportingamasnnty structural system with bricks laid in
a stretcher-bond pattern decorated with a soldier-course belt-course. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry set behveen brick pilasters supporting a
brick projecting lintel. Vinyl fixed l-light windows set above rowlock sills light the first and second stories. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side gable
roof.
~~.which is covered w ~ t hasohalt shineles. One exterior-side brick chimnev exists on the east elevation.
Individual Resource Srorus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5160 11th Street South

000-9416-0100

Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block strucmral
system clod in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevition) features ticentral entry set between an aluminum siding clad pedimented surround. Fixed 12-light
vinvl sash windows flank the entrance and double-hunevinvl
" . sash 818-lieht
" windows oierce thesecond stow. Thedwelline has a side eableroof. which is covered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the south elevation. A metal awning shades the cntrance.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Re.sotrrce Srarus: Shed
Non-Contributing

-

5161 11th Street South

-

000-9416-0032

Primary Resource Injormarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid foundation supporting a masonry structural system with concrete
blocks clad in vinyl siding. The facade (south elevation) features a central enhy set between vinyl sidina- clad pilasters and flanked by double-hung.vinyl
. sash 616light windows. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior brick
chimney is visibleover the roof. A one-story, three-bay porch with a Shed roof supported by square wood posts has been added to the facade. A two-story wocdframe addition is attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5164 11th Street South

000-9416-0099

Primary Resource Information: Sinale Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This colonial ~ e v i v i style
l
dwelling;s two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem clad in aluminum sidine.
" The facade (north elevation) features a side entrv set in a concrete block surround and double-hune vinvl sash 111-lieht windows
with rowlock sills. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with acorbeled cap exists on the
south elevation. A one-story addition with a Shed roof is attached to the south elevation.
Individ~mlResolirce Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1,rd;l-;duo1 Resnfrrce S1arrr.c: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing

-

5165 11th Street South 000-9416-0031
Prinzary Resotrce Infor~narion:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a masonry structural system
with concrete blocks clad in vinyl siding. The facade (south elevation) f.atures acentral entry set between vinyl clad pilasters&ppo~ingamolded wood pediment.
Paired wood sash casement 3-lieht windows set beneath 2-lieht transoms flank the entrance and are reoeated in the second stow. The dwelling has a sideaable
roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side chimney clad in vinyl siding exists on the west elevation. A two-story wood-frameaddition clad in
vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
lndivid~ralReso~trceSrarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5168 11th Street South

000-9416-0098

Primag, Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural

system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (north elevation) featuresa central entry with a vinyl siding clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light
windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story woodframe addition clad in vinyl siding with a Shed roof is attached to the south elevation.
Contributing
I,~divid~ial
Resolirce Smrzis: Single Dwelling
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5169 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0030
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid parged concrete foundation supporting amasonry shuctural system
with concrete blocks clad with aluminum siding. The facade (south ele;ation) features a side en& flanked by a concrete block surround and double-hung vinyl
sash Ill-lieht windows set above rowlock sills. Thedwelline has an aluminum clad corniceand a front eableroof. which is covered with asshalt shinzla. A Shed
roof shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame additionclad in vertical boards and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the north elevation
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5172 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0097
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v astyle
l
dwelling;s two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block Structural
svstem. The facade (north elevation) features a central enhv set between concrete block oilasters suowrtine a wood molded ~ediment.Double-hung- vinvl
. sash
Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. Raised concrete block panels flank the first story
windows. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior chimney sheathed in metal sheets is Msibleover therwfline. A
two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding exists on the south elevation of the house.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing

-

..

5173 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0029
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v astyle
l
dwellingis two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a masonrystructural system
with concrete blocks clad in vinvl sidine. The facade feahlres a side entlv set between vinvl sidine clad oilasters and lintel and double-hune
- vinvl
. sash 818- and
616-light windows. The dwelling has a vinyl clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a
corbeled cap exists on the west elevation. A large two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is anached to the east elevation. A one-story wood-franie
addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing

-

-

.

5176 l l t h Street South 000-941600%
Prima02 Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete bloFkpilasters at thecom&s. The facade(north elevation) featuresacenha1 entry set behveenioncrete block pilasters supportinga
wood molded oediment. Double-hune vinvl sash Ill-lieht windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank theentrance and are rnxated in the uuwr stow. The
dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles
Contributing
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing

- -

-

5177 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0028
Primow Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid parged concrete foundation supporting a masonry structural with
concrete blocks clad in aluminum siding. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set between aluminum clad pilasters supporting a molded wood
pediment. Double-hung vinyl sash ill-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. Thedwelling has asidegable roof, which iscovered
with asphalt shingles. One interior metal stovepipe is visible over the roof line. A two-story and one-story addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north
elevation.
Individual Resottrce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Non-Contributing
htdividuol Resource Status: Shed
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5180 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0095
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block smctural
system. The facade (north elevation) features a side entry set in aconcrete biock surround and sets of paired I-light metal casement windows set between rowlock
sills and wood lintels. The first story window has a 2-light metal transom. The dwelling has amolded wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with acorbeled cap exists on the east elevation. A metal ovehang shades theenhance. A one-story wood-frame
addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the west and south elevations.
Individual Reso~rrceStarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
lndividuol Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
5181 l l t h Street South 000-9416-0027
Primov Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundationsupporting amawnry structural systemof
concrete blocks. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry set between concrete block pilasters supporting a concrete block lintel. Double-hung vinyl sash
111-light windows set between rowlock sills and wood lintels light the first and second stories. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof,
which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the east elevation. One-stoly wood-frame wings clad in
weatherboards and topped with flat roofs, extend from the east and west elevations.
lndivlduol Resource Slar~rs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
12th Street South
SO00 12th Street South 000-9416-0233
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (west elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung
vinyl sash iil-light windows set above rowlock sills. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The second story windows are connected by a
continuous rowlock sill and lintel. The dwelling has a molded cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick
chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the north elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the
enhance. Metal awnings shade all the windows.
Individr~alResource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5004 12th Street South 000-9416-0259
Priman, Re.vource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid srretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond. The fande(northwestelevation) featuresa sideentrypositioned next tooneset ofpaired double-hung wood
sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roofsupported
by square wood posts shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in stucco and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
lnrlividual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
lndivid~rolResource Sraots: Shed
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Shed
Non-Contributing
Inrlividuol Reso~rrceSratr,~: Gazebo
Non-Contributing
5005 12th Street South 000-9416-0138
Printary Resortrce Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course A~nerican bond pattern. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry and one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash
616-light windows set abovea rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a wood corniceand a sidegableroof,
which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on thesouthwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay ponico with a
front gable roof supported by metal posts shades the entrance. The gable peak is clad with weatherboards.
I~rdividt~al
Resource Srarrrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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5008 12th Street South 000-9416-0258
Pr;rnorv Resource Informorion: Sinele Dwelling.
-. Stories 2.00. Stvle: Colonial Revival. 1945
This Calonial ~ e v i v a style
l
dwellingis two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a &lid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry shuctural
system with bricks laid in a 6 - ~ o u r s ~ ~ m e r i bond
can
and decorated with brick pilastersat the corners. Thefa+e(nonhwesAevation) featuresa side entry
set in a wood surround with fluted oilasters and a dentiled entablature wsitioned next to one set of oaired double-hune wood sash 616-lieht
-. windows with a
rowlock sill. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has aside gable roof that is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcherbond brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation.
Contributing
1nd;vidual Resource Status: Single Dwelling

-

5009 12th Street South 000-9416-0139
Prirnay Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry shuctural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pahem decorated with brick pilasters at thecorners. The facade(southeast elevation) features a sideenhy set
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiled entablature set next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill.
These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond
brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation
Contributing
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Individual Resourcc Srafus: Shed
Non-Contributing
5012 12th Street South 000-9416-0257
Pn'rnav Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvo stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
s ~ s t e mwith bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade(northwest elevation) feamres a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doublehung vinyl sash Ill -light windows with a rowlock sill: These windows are individually repeated in the second s t o j . -The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is
covered with a s ~ h a lshineles.
t
One exterior-end brick chimnev with a corbeled can exists on the northeast elevation. A one-stow.
,. one-bav
,oortico with a front
gable roof supported by metal posts shades theenhance. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding and toppcd with a Shed roofis anached to the
southeast elevation.
IndivId~~ol
Resource Smrus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Non-Contributing
Individual Rerource Stanis: Shed

-

.

5013 12th Street South 000-9416-0140
Primary Resource Infir~narion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond panem and decorated with astretcher-bond belt-course. The facade (east elevation) features a side entry set
next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows set above a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The
dwelling has a wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the south
elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by wood posts shades the enhance. A two-story brick addition with a basement level
Garage and paired windows is attached to the north elevation.
I,zdir~idunlResoarre Status; Single Dwelling
Contributing
5016 12th Street South 000-9416-0256
Prbnar), Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Rcvival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bncks laid in a 6-course A~nerican bond pattem and decorated with brick pilasters at thecorners. Thefacade(northwest elevation) features asideenhy
set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiled entablature positioned next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a
rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable root which is covered with avhalt shingles. One
exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story wood-hme addition clad in aluminujn siding with a Shed roof is
attached to the southeast elevation.
Individr,al Resource Stants: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individral Reroerce Starus: Shed
Non-Contributing
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5017 12th Street South

000-9416-0141

Primary Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting amasonry structural
system with bricks laid in adcourse American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. Thefa$ade(southeast elevation) featuresasideentry set
in a wood surround with a dentiled entablature and is set next to one set of paired doublehung wood sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows
are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable r w f covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the
south eievation. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame addition clad in vertical boards is ahached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5020 12th Street South 000-9416-0255
Primary Re.~ourceInformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry sIructural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are repeated in the second story and have
continuous rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelling has a wood molded cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end
stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A onestory, one-bay porch with a flat roof and metal posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5021 12th Street South 000-94160142
Primaty Resource Information: Single Dwelling,
- Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond foundation supporting a masonry structural system
with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond Dattem. The facade(southeast elevation) features a sideentrvset in a wood Coionlal Revival surround with fluted
~ilastersand a broken ~edimentand is set next to one set of paired double-hung w w d sash 616-light windows set above rowlock siils. These windows are
individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick
chimnev exists on the south eievation. A camom with a flat roof suoootted bv metal oosts is attached to the north eievation.
lndrvrdual Resource Status. Single Dwelling
Contributing

..

5024 12th Street South 000-9416-0254
Primary Resource I~formation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in an 6-courie American bond pat&. The facade (northwest elevation) features aside entry positioned nei; to one set ofpaired doublehung-vinvl
. sash 616-lieht windows with arowlock sill. These windows arere~eatedin theuooer
. stow. The dwelline has a side eable roof. which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof
supported by wood posts shades the entrance.
Individ~~al
Reso~trceStatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

.

-

5025 12th Street South

-

000-94160143

Prima~yResource Infnrmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
~~
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond foundation supporting a masonry S I N C ~ U Isystem
with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. The facade (east elevation) features a side entry set in a
r r w J qurn~dnduith tlutcd p i l u ~ e r r2nd a Jcntiled ent~hlarurc;~nd1s set ncxt to one set o i p ~ i r d
Jcwblr.-hung vinhl sash I I -Il&ht\s~nJ,nv.;with a rutvlock c ~ l l
Thcic \rinJo\rs are individuoll\. rmcatcd
in the sccond now. I h c J\rrllinw- has 3 \vood ct,rnicc and o s ~ d -aahle
c
rctof. u hich I < co\ercd rrith wohalt \h~neln.Onr.
.
exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the south elevation.
Indrr~idrralResource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

5028 12th Street South 000-9416-0253
Priman' Resource 11fnrmatio11:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelline is two stories in heieht and two bavs wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation sunnortina a masonw structural
system with bricks laid in a6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters at thecomers. Thefacade(northwest elevation) feamrfs a sideenny
set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature positioned next to one set of paired I-light vinyl casement windows with arowlock sill. The
second story contains double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a sidegableroof, which iscovered with

-

..

-
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asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on thenortheast elevation. A metal awning shades theentrance. Aone-story, one-bay
wood-frame wing clad in vinyl siding and topped with a Shed roofextends from each gable end.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5029 12th Street South 000-9416-0144
Primary Resorrrce Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This ~ b i o n i a ~
l e v i v s style
l
dwellingis two storiff in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oattern and decorated with arowlock smnncourse. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side enhv set
next to one set of paired double-hung- wood sash 616-lizht
in the second story where the
- windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually. repeated
.
feature a continuous rowlock sill and lintel connecting each window. Thedwelling has a boxed wood corniceanda front gable rwfcovered with asphalt shingles.
Oneexterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supponed by decorative
metal posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5032 12th Street South 000-94160252
Primary Resource Irrformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This ~ b ~ o n~i eav~i v e style
l
dwellingis two storiff in height and tw; bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry sttuctural
svstem
with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entw
,
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story
where they feature continuous rowlock sills and lintels. A round wood louvered vent is centered in the gable peak. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on thenortheast elevation. A one-story, one-bay
portico with a front gable roof, which is supported by square wood posts. A one-story, one-bay side porch with a Shed roof and wood posts is attached to the
southwest elevation.
Individual Resource Smrus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
~

5033 12th Street South 000-94164145
Primav Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival styledwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting amasonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (southeast elevation) features a sideenhy set next to one set ofpaired double-hung vinyl
sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a boxed wood cornice and a sidegable
rwf, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimneyexisu on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a
front gable roof supported by turned wood posts shades the entrance. The peak of the portico is clad in weatherboards.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
5036 12th Street South 000-9416-0251
P n ' m a ~Re.so~rrceInformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters. The facade(northwest elevation) features a sideentry with fluted
pilasters positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash 111-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows areindividually repeatedin the second
stoty. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingle. One exterior-end stretcha-bond brick chimney exists on the northeaqt elevation.
A metal awning shades the entrance. A one-story, one-bay carport is attached to the southwest elevation.
1,tdrviduol Resource Sforus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individt,al Rerolore Srorus: Shed
Non-Contributing
5037 12th Street South 000-9416-0146
Primap Resource 1,formarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bon pattern and decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. The faqade (southeast elevation) feamresa side entry
set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiled entablature set next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill.
These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has an aluminmn encased corniceand a sidegable root which is covered with asphalt
shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A cloth awning shades the entrance.
l,rdivid~~al
Resou~reStahls: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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5040 12th Street South 000-9416-0250
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival sryle dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry stmctural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doublehung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeatedin thesecondstory. Thedwelling has amolded wood comiceand
a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, onebay ponico with a front gable roof supponed by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5041 12th Street South 000-9416-0147
Primory Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in abcourse American bond panern. The facade(southeast elevation) features a side entry set next to one set of paired doublehung vinyl
sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has an aluminum encase comiceand aside
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story porch with a
Shed roof supported by wood posts is anached to the nonheast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5044 12th Street South 000-9416-0249
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with arowlock belt course. The facade(westeievation) features asideentry. positioned
.
next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are repeated on the second story and feature continuous
eableroof. which is covered with asohalt shineles. Oneexterior-side brick chimnev with a
rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelline has a wood cornice and a front "
corbeled cap exists on the nonh elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a tiont gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
lndividrral Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

~~

5045 12th Street South 000-9416-0148
prima^, Rerource Infinnorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
l
dwellingis two storiks in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting amasonry structural
This Colonial ~ e v i v a style
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oattem. The facade (southeast elevation) features a sideentrv set next to oneset ofoaired double-hune wood
sash 616-light windows set above a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a boxed wood camice and a front
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico
with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
1,zdividrml Re.solr,re Starur: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5049 12th Street South 000-9416-0149
Prr~naiyResource I,formorio~~:
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a Inasonly structural
decorated with brick pilasters at thecorners. The facade (east elevationj features a side entry set in a
system wlth bncks laid in a 6-course American bond
wood surround with fluted pilasters and dentiled entablature next to one set of mired double-hung- wood sash 616-lieht
" windows with a rowlock sill. These
windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end stretcher-bond
brick chimney exists on the south elevation. A one-story brick wing with a Shed roof is attached to the north elevation.
Indivirlltal Resotirce Slatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5053 12th Street South 000-9416-0150
Printan, Rerource /,forlfomlo~io~:
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with arowlock belt-course. The facade (east elevation) features a sideentry set next to one
in the uuoer stow and have a continuous
set of paired double-hune wood sash 616-lieht
" windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individuallv. repeated
.
rowlock sill stretching between the two windows. A sunken brick panel lies between the two upper windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is

..
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covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side corbeled brick chimney exists on the south elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof
supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. A one-story, one-bay wing clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
5057 12th Street South 000-9416-0151
Primafy Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is twa stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
s!ircnl w i t h bricks iatd tn a 6-..ourse .Amrnc~nbond partem. The f3cade ( r u l clr.\ation) festures a side en!? set next lo a p ~ r e d(cr ~ i d o u h l ~ - h u \nVgU O ~S J ' ~
h 1)-l~chr
- rr ~ n d o u sset i h u t e rowlock *ill< These uindous arc indl\.idu3llv.r a.m r e d in thu ncond ston,. The Juellinc h& 3 side cdhle r,ui. uhich I> co\r?d \r.~th
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond chimney with acorbeled cap exists on the south elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with afront gable roof
supported by metal posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
5100 12th Street South 000-94164189
Primafy Resource lnfomarioi~: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a hrick rowlock belt-course and stringcourse. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry set between concrete block pilasters
supporting a molded wood lintel and double-hung wood sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills. A w d louvered vent is centered in the gable peak. The
dwellinc has a front eable roof. which is covered with asohalt shineles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimnev is attached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5101 12th Street South 000-9416-0190
Primary Rerource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block srmctural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers. The facade (west elevation) features a central entry set between concrete block pilasters supporting a
wood molded pediment flanked bv- paired
- metal casement windows set between rowlock sills and wood lintels. lhese windows are repeated in the
. sets of 3-light
second story. The first story windows also have 2-light metal transoms. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingla
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5104 12th Street South 000-9416-0188
P r i m p Rerource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid parged concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block
structural system clad in vinyl siding. The facade(southeast elevation) features a central entry set in a vinyl cladpedimented sul~oundand flanked by double-hung
vinyl sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A
metal awning shades the entrance. A wood deck has been added to the hack of the dwelling.
IndIvIdualResource Storus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5105 12th Street South 000-9416-0191
Pri,nu!y Resorrrce Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Sfyle: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling.is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supponing
..
- a concrete block structural
system decorated with a hrick rowlock belt-course. The facade (south elevation) feature a central entry set between concrete block pilasters supponing a wood
molded oediment flanked bv double-hune-vinvl
. sash Ill-lieht windows with rowlock sills. These windows arere~eatedin thesecond storv. Raised concrete block
panels flank the first story windows. Thedwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story woad-tiame wing clad in alulninum
siding and topped with a gable roof is attached to the east elevation.
I,~d~virlrral
Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
I!~dividrralResource Sralus: Shed
Non-Contributing

-

5109 12th Street South 000-9416-0192
Primorv Resource Infonnario,~: Sinele Dwelling.
-. Stories 2.00. Stvle: Colonial Revival. 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
s).i1c111d~.ior3tedwith concrilc h l ~ c kpil~*lrr(31 r h e i t ) m ~ ~The
< fa;~Jc(<o~th
ele\ariun, Palures a crnlral enrb scr in 2 concrete block aun,>und \ruth J a w r l
~nolJeJp c d ~ m e ~
rlankcd
~t
by douhlr.-hung vin)l cash I I-l~ghtnindo,r.s s.11hro\sIock illls .tnJ >roc,J llntcl, T h s s a.~nnlon.<arc reputed in the itcond .;t~,n.
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Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story woad-frame
addition clad in aluminum siding is anached to the north elevation.
Individual Resource Sralus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
5112 12th Street South 000-9416-0206
Primary Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two s t o r k in height and three bays wide. It has a solid paged concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block
structural system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum clad concrete block surround with amolded
wood pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash 111-light windows. Thedwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exteriorside brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northwest elevation.
Individual Resource Slotus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individiral Resource Smrus: Garage
Contributing
5113 12th Street South 000-9416-0193
Primay Resource Infonnarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum clad surround flanked by double-hung wood sash l l l light windows. These windows are repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has asidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay
portico with a flat roof supported by metal posts shades the entrance. A onsstory, one-bay wood-frame wing clad in aluminum siding and topped with a halfhipped roof exists on the east elevation. A hvo-story addition clad in aluminum siding with a gable roof is anached to the north elevation.
It~dividualResource Sfarf,~:Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Shed
Non-Contributing
lr~dividualResorrrce Sraras: Greenhouse
Non-Contributing
5114 12th Street South 000-9416-0205
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelling is two stories in height
- and three bavs wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation su~oortinrra concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central e n 0 with an aluminum encased pedimented sul~oundflanked by doublehung
vinyl sash Ill-light windows with aluminum clad sills. These windows are repeated in the second story. Thedwelling has asidegable roof, which is covered with
asnhalt shingles.
- One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimnev exists on the southeast elevation. A one-storv.. one-bav nortico with a front eable roofsu~oorted
by metal posts shades the entrance. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the southwest elevation.
Individual Resoruce Sfarrrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resorrrce Sror!ts: Shed
Non-Contributing

-

..

.

..

5117 12th Street South 000-9416-0194
Primat? Rerource h~/ormarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and was originally three bays wide. The original portion of the dwelling has a concrete block
foundation supporting a concrete block structural system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (south elevation) of the original dwelling has a side entry set in an
aluminum surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature and doublbhung vinyl sash lll-light windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is
covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by wood columns shades the entrance. A large-scale two-story
addition clad in vinyl siding and topped with a front gable roof covered with asphalt shingles is attached to the west elevation. Thisaddition has doubled to sizeof
the dwelling.
It~divid~roIResorrrce
Slarzrr: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
111dividualRecovrce Starus: Shed
Non-Contributing
5118 12th Street South 000-9416-0204
P r i ~ n a pRerorrrre I/rfirm(~fion:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block stmctural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at thecorners. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central entry set in a raised concrete block surround with
a wood molded pediment flanked by double-hung- vinyl
. sash Ill-light
- windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windowsare repeated in theuppersto~y.
..
Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable mof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick
chimney with a corheled cap exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story concrete block addition with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
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Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Garage

Contributing
Non-Contributing

5121 12th Street South 000-9416-0195
Primary Resource Infomotion: Single
. Dwelling,
. Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
I IT ('c,lonial Kt\,iv.tl \ q l c d\rcil~ngis t u o aories in height and three bays wide. I t ha.< asolid conr'retc block found3tian iupponing 1 :oncrete bloik i l ~ c l ~ r ~
c\<rcnid w , ~ r ~ t with
t d hrick row Ibik srnna- and helt-courses. The facadelsouth ele\atlonI teatures s side enrr) ist in a r ~ ~ z concrete
ed
b l x k wrround and duublch;ng metal sash 111-light windows with rowlock sills. A wood louvered "ent is c e n t d i n the gable peak. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a front gable
roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end stretcher-bond brickchimney exists on thenorth elevation. A metal awning shades theentrance. A
two-story wood-frame addition clad in board-and-batten is anached to the north elevation.
IndividualResource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

5122 12th Street South 000-9416-0203
Primoly Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
iystem dtior:itd wtth ionirtlc hlock pildsters at the corners The facade (nonhwest elc\s~on)features 3 central ~ m t qC C ~~na raised ionirctc hlwk iunound ulth
3 u ~ xmolded
l
ntdin~enttlanked b\, 3-l~ehtmetal casement window, uith rowlock sillsand u w d lintels Th~sewlnd~~usdrercwaled
in lhc uppn ilnry Ihc'rir~l
story windows have 2-light metal transoms. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick
chimney exists on the southeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing

-

~

~

5125 12th Street South 000-9416-0196
PNrnav Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in a raised concrete block surround with a
wood molded pediment flanked by double-hung metal sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows are repeated in the secondstory. Raised concrete
block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Rerource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
5126 12th Street South 000-9416-0202
Primaly Resource 111formation:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course and stringcourse. The facade(northwest elevation) features aside entry set in a concrete block surround with a
molded wood lintel and double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. Thedwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap is attached to the southeast elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding
is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Srann: Shed
Non-Contributing
5129 12th Street South 000-9416-0197
Primaly Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in a raised concrete block surround with a wood molded pediment flanked by double-hung metal
sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered
with asphalt shingles. A one-story, three-bay porch with a Shed roof supported by turned wood posts exists on the south elevation. A one-story addition is
attached to the north elevation.
Individual Reso~rrceSlatrts: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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5130 12th Street South 000-9416-0201
Priman' Resorrrce Infirmotion: Sinzle Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial ~ e v i v astyle
l
dwellingis two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem decorated with raised concrete block nilasters at the corners. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central entrv set in a raised concrete block
surround with a woad molded pediment flanked by double-hung- vinyl
. sash 111-light
- windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windowsarerepeated in
the upper story. Raised concrete block panels flank the tirst story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story concrete block addition with a Shed roaf is attached to the southeast
elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
5133 12th Street South 000-9416-0198
Primory Resource hformotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelline is two stories in heieht and three havs wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation s u.v.~ o n i-n ae concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in aconcrete hlock surround with a molded wood
pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in the upper story. Raised
concrete hlock nanels flank the first stow windows. The dweiline has a side eablernnf. which is covered with asohalt shineles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond
brick chimney exists on the northwest elevation. A one-story concrete biock addition with a Shed roof is attached to the northwest elevation
Individual Resorrrce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

-

-

5134 12th Street South 000-9416-0200
Prima~jResordrce Itformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northwat elevation) features a cenIral entry flanked by double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows. The dwelling has a
side gable roof covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A oncstory, one-bay centrally
placed entry vestibule clad in vinyl siding and topped with a front gable roofextends from the facade. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame wing also clad in vinyl
siding with a Shed roof is attached to the northeast elevation. One two-stow addition is attached to the rear elevation.
Contributing
1ndiv;dual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
5137 12th Street South 000-94164075
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete biock structural
system clad in stucco decorated with a stuccoed stringcourse. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry set in a stuccoed concrete block surround and
double-hung vinyl sash 111-light windows. The dwelling has a 'on1 gabie roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story stuccoed addition is anached
to the north and west elevations. One exterior-side stuccoed chimney is located on the west elevation.
Contributing
Individual Re.~o~rrce
Status: Single Dwelling
Indivtdrial Resource Statrss: Shed
Non-Contributing
5138 12th Street South 000-9416-0199
Prifnaty Resorirce InJirmation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelline is two stories in height and two bays wide. It ha. a solid concrete block foundation supparting a concrete block structuml
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade(southeas1 elevation) features a side entry set in an aluminum siding clad surround and&" doiblohungvinyl sash 111-light
windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick chimney with acorheied capexistson thesouthwest
elevation.
Individual Re.?orrrceStatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
South Columbus Street
1000 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0210
Primarj' Resorrrce I~lfomatian:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Other, 1942
This dwelling is two stories in height and five bays wide. The original dwelling was built in the Colonial Revival style and measured on two bays in width. The
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original dwelling rests on the solid parged concrete block foundation and has a concrete block structural system, which is now covered with wood shingles. The
dwelling has a side entry and double-hung wood sash Ill-light windows. A front gable roof with asphalt shingles covers the original structure and one exteriorside brick chimney is visible. A front gable portico supported by wood brackets shades the entrance. A large two-story wood-frame addition is attached to the
northwest elevation. This addition is clad in wood shingles and has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Iiidividtiol Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
1001 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0218
Prima0 Resource Informnrion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dweliina is two stories in height
a concrete block structural
- and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting
~.
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course. The facade (southwest elevation) features acentral enhy set in a concrete block surround with a molded wood
r
Raised
oediment
flanked- hv
double-hune-vinvl
, -~
~,
, sash Ill-lieht
" windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are reneated in the u ~ o e stow.
concrete block panels flank the first story windows. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A metal awning shades the
entrance.
lndividualRerource Sforus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
~

..

~~~~

1005 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0219
Primor! X~voarc<lr$,rrnni~on. Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Reri\al, 1942
'fils Coic~u~!al
Rr.\,i\aI .t\ Ic dwcllinc
,
in heah8
r
It has 3 rolid concrete block foundali,,n sunnortlnr
3 ;tln<rcle block srr~<turJl
" I.; w ~stories
" and three h ~ v wide.
,
system. The facade(southwest elevation) features a side enmy set in araised concrete block surround and 3-light metal casement windows with rowlock sills and
wood lintels. These windows are repeated in theupper story. The first story windows have 2-light metal transoms. Thedwelling has amolded wood comiceand a
front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A metal overhang shades the entrance.
Ind~vidtcolResource Statiis: Single Dwelling
Contributing

.

1006 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0211
Printa,y Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
syston clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northeast elevation) features a central enhy set in a raised concrete block surround and flanked by projecting bays with
h i n ~ e droofs and double-hune metal Ill-lieht windows. These windows are reoeated in the uDner stow. Thedwelling
- has aside~ablermf.which iscovered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, onebay porch with a half-hipped roof supported by wood
brackets shades the enhance.
Contributing
Individual Resoarce Status: Single Dwelling

..

-

..

-

1009 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0220
P
R
.l
i Single Unelling, Stories 2.00. St) le: Colonial Revival. 1942
Ihi, ('olant.~l Kc\tv31 rwlc J \ $ e l i ~ ni,r tun itories in hc~rhtand threc h,tr. uidc It h:rc a sul~dconcrclc blwk i u ~ n d l t ! ~ iunnnrtinc
>n
- ;<,ncrcte hla>ukitruilurdl
system clad in a stretcher-bond brick veneer. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a brick clad concrete block surround with a soldiercourse lintel flanked by double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows are repeated on the upper story. The dwelling has a side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A two-story brick addition is attached to the northeast elevation.
Ii~divid~rrrl
Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

..

1013 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0221
Prrmary Rerource Infonnatio,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvn stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a vinyl clad projecting surround flanked by double-hung wood sash Illlight windows. These windows are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side
stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supponed by turned wood posts shades the
entrance. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the northeast elevation.
Contributing
1,~divid~ol
Rerource Status: Single Dwelling
1100 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0134
Priman, Resoi,,re Iifomalio,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting a concrete block structural
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systan decorated with a brick rowlock stringcourse. The facade (northeast elevation) features a central enhy set between concrete block pilasters. Double-hung
vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. Raised concrete panels flank the first story
windows. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick chimney with acorbeled cap exists on thesouthwest
elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1101 South Columbus Street 000-94160222
Primog~Re.~ource/n/ormotion:
SingleDwelling, Stories2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade(southwest elevation) features a side entry set in aconcreteblocksurround with amolded lintel and double-hung vinyl
sash Ill-light windows. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick
chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation.
lndividrral Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1105 South Columbus Street 000-94160223
Primaw Resource Informalion: Sinele
" Dwelline.
-. Stories 2.00.. Stvle: Colonial Revival. 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course. The f~cade(southwe&elevation)features a central enhy set in a raised ca&eteblocksurround with amolded
wood~edimentflanked bv double-hune vinvl sash Ill-lieht windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows arereoeated in theuoDerstorv. Raised
concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable r w f covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick
chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A hvo-story, one-bay wood-frame addition is currently being constructed on the southeast elevation.
1,zdividual Re~oarceStatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

.

- .

-

..

1108 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0135
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers. The facade (northeast elevation) features a centrally placed front gabled entry vestibule clad in
pressed vertical hoards. Double-hung metal sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in thesecond story
Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A two-story addition is
attached to the southwest elevation.
/ndividr,alResource Sforus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1109 South Columbus Street 000-94160224
Pr;!r,rraryReror,vce Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svsteln clad in aluminum sidina.
- The facade (southwest elevation) has a central cntw set in an aluminum clad concrete block surround flanked by double-hunr:vinyl sash Ill -light windows. These windows arc repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-side brick chimney with acorbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable porch supported by metal posts
shades the entrance.
Individ~iolRe.~ourceBarur: Single Dwelling
Contributing
lndividtrol Rerosrce Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1112 South Columbus Street 000-94160136
Prinza!>'Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Other, 1942
This dwelling was originally constructed in thecolonial Revival style but has undergone large-scaleadditions and alterations. Thedwelling iscurrently twostories
in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation and a concrete block stmctural system, both of which areclad in a brick veneer. The facade
(northeast elevation) features a side entry set in a brick clad concrete block sumound with a soldier-course lintel and double-hung vinyl sash Ill -light windows
uositioned sinelv and in airs. The first stow contains one canted bav window with a I - l i ~ hfixed
t
vinvl sash window flanked bvdouble-hune-vinvl
. sash Ill-lir:ht
"
windows. The second story contains one set of sliding glass doors. All the windows have rowlock sills. A basement level Garage is situated in the northwestern
bay. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice sndiasymmetrica~Front gable and Shed roof covered with asphalt shingles.
I~idividr,alResotrrce Srottds: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing

-.

-
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1113 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0225
Primary Resource I~formation:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock belt-course. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side enhy set in araised concrete block surround with a wocd lintel
and double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with brick rowlock sills and wood iintels. These windows are repeated on the second story. The original roofhas
been removed and the height of the walls increased. The new side gable roof is covered with asphalt shingles. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in a brick
veneer is attached to the northeast elevation.
IndividuolResource Storus: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Nou-Contributing
1117 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0226
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a concrete block surround with a wood molded pediment clad in
aluminum flanked by double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side
brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay metal awning supported by metal posts shades the entrance.
lndividuol Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
lndividuol Resource Status: Garage
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1116 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0137
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting and concrete block structural
system decorated with a rowlock brick sill. 7 h e facade(nonheast elevation) features a central entry set between concrete block pilasters. Double-hung vinyl sash
Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. Raised concrete block panels flank the tirst story
windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A onestory, one-bay portico with a front gable roof shades the entrance. A one-story concrete block addition is attached to the southwest elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Starus: Shed
Non-Contributing
1121 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0227
Prima~ResourceInformnfion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side enhy set in a concrete block surround encased in aluminum siding and double-hung
vinyl sash 616- and 414-light windows. The dwelling has an alu~ninumclad cornice and a front gable r w f , which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exteriorend hrick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1201 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0228
Primow Resource Information: Sinele Dwelline.
-. Stories 2.00.. Stvle:
. Colonial Revival. 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supportinx a concrete block structural
system with a stretcher-bond brick facade and vinyl siding on the sides. f i e facade(southwest elevation) features acentrai en& with a modem applied surround
ofreeded pilasters and a broken ~edimentflanked by double-hung vinyl sash 616-light
windows. These windowsarere~eatedin the u ~ ~ e r s t o w
Thedweiling
.
has
"
a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the northeast elevation.
Individual Resource Statas: Single Dwelling
Contributing
111dividualR e r o a ~ eStatrs: Office
Non-Contributing

-

- .

..

-

1205 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0229
Prbaan' Re.source I~formotiorr: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwellina
.a masonry structural
- is two stories in height
- and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting
..
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock stringcourse. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side ently
positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with arowlock sill. These windowsare individually repeated in the second stoty dnii
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feature continuous rowlock sills and lintels that highlight a sunken panel of bricks between the two windows. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a
front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northwest elevation next to a metal
stovepipe. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square w w d posts shades the entrance. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame wing clad
in siding and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation. This wing features one bay window. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in siding
is attached to the northeast elevation and features one exterior-end chimney clad in vinyl siding.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1208 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0234
Primary Resource Infomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at thecomers. The facade (northeast elevation) features asideenhy set
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiled entablature positioned next to a bay window. The bay window has a central l-light fixed vinyl window
flanked by double-hung vinyl sash lll-light windows. The second story contains double-hung lll-light windows with rowlock sills. Thedwelling has a sidegable
roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay porch with a
Shed roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resolirce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Sratus: Shed
Non-Contributing
1209 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0230
Pr'rrmon R.VI)II)IC/~110)1~101~0n.
Sinele Dwelline.
-. Stories 2.00. Stvle: Colonial Revival. 1945
This colonial ~ e v i v a style
l
dwellingis two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a sblid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry smctural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side enhy positioned next to one set of paired doublehung vinyl sash 111-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay
portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood postsshades theentrance. A one-story, one-bay wood-he wingclad in aluminum siding and featuring
sliding glass doors and a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
1212 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0235
Primary Resource Itformarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height
a masonry structural
. and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting
..
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern with arowlock belt-course. The facade (east elevation) features a side entry positioned next to a bay
sash 414-lieht windows. The second stow contains two double-hunevinvl
window with a 12-lieht vinvl fixed sash windows between two double-huneu vinvl
.
- . sash
616-light windows. A continuous rowlock sill and lintel connect the two windows. A round wood louvered vent is centered in thegable peak. Thedwelling has a
molded cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the south elevation.
A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roaf supported by wood posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Rexource Srarris: Single Dwelling
1,mdividual Re.~ourceSforus: Shed
Non-Contributing
lndivid~mlResource Storus: Shed
Non-Contributing

-

-

1213 South Columbus Street

000-9416-0231

Prbnag' Resource hfonnalion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brickpilnsters at thecomers. The fa~ade(southweste1evation)featuresasideenhy set
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature positioned nex&o one set ofpaired double-hung vinyl sash 111-lightwindows with rowlock sills.
These windows are individuallv reneated in the unner stow. The dwelline has an aluminum clad cornice and a side eable roof. which is covered with asohalt
shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on thenorthwest elevation. A metal awning shad: the e n k c e . A one-story screenedporch
with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resorrrce Status: Single Dwelling
2

.

..
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1216 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0236
Primarv Resource Infonnotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial ~ e v i v a style
l
dwellingis IWO stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
s v s ~ r mwith bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oanern. The facade (northeast elevation) features a sideenhvwsitioned
next to one set of~aireddouble-hung.
..
wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a boxed wood corniceanda side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico
with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Re.source Srotus: Shed
Non-Contributing
~~~~

~

1217 South Columbus Street 000-94160232
Primary Resource Infonnotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
s ~ s t c m\r nth hnAs IaiJ in a t,-;our>e Ammica h,nJ pattern. The iacade (southwet cle\rrtion, features a sidccnrry sn in 3 a,xd iurn,und uith flutul p~Ia.\t~mand
a n~,,ldedentablature no.iit~uncdnext t < , ~ , n e ~ c t o t ' ~ a douhichunz
~rr.d
u,wd.u.sh6 h-light
i dr uwa lt~ d 111
- uindous with rouiwks~ils.T h c v w ~ n d ~ ~ u . ; a r c ~ n d i \~.
the second story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled
with a front gable roof supponed by w&d posts shades theentrance. A onestory w d - h e
capexists on thenorthwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay
wine clad in aluminum siding and featurine double-hune
-vinvl
. sash Ill-iiaht windows and a flat roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
lndividuol Resource Status: Single Dwelling

-

~~~

-

-

1220 South Columbus Street 000-9416-0237
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick quoins. The facade (east elevation) features a side entry set in a wood
surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiied entablature positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung vinyi sash Ill-light windows with a rowlock sill. These
windows areindividually r w a t e d in the upper story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneuterior-end stretcher-bond
brick chimney exists on the south elevation. A one-story, two-bay porch with a half-hipped roof supported by brick posts is attached to the facade. A two-story
wood-frame addition with a brick veneer is attached to the west elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Reso~rrceStates: Shed
Non-Contributing
South Dinwiddie Street

1000 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0064
Primary Resource 1,formarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling- is two stories in height
- and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete biock foundation supporting a concrete biock smcturai
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set between concrete block pilasters supporting a wood molded pediment.
Double-hung metal sash Ill-light
windows with rowlock sills flank the entrance and are reoeated in the uooer
stow. Raised concrete black nanels flank
u
thc first stoly windows. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Contributing
1ndiv;rl~alResor,,~eSrorss: Single Dwelling
~

-

~

..

LOO1 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0207
Primary Resource Irl/ormution: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This dwelling was originally constructed in the Colonial Revival style but subsequent additions and alterations have drastically altered the appearance of the
dwelline. The original dwelline was two stories in height and three bays wide. The facade (southwest elevation) oftheoriginal dwelling features fivedoubie-hung
vinyi sash 111-ligh;windows. h e original entrance has been removed and replaced with a window. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One interior brick chimney with a corbeled cap is visible over the roof line. A large two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is
attached to the northwest elevation and contains the current entrance to the dwelling.
Non-Contributing
Individnol Resource Staois: Single Dwelling
1,~dividualResource Storrrs: Shed
Non-Contributing
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1004 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0063
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with brick pilasters at the comers. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set between concrete block pilasters supporting a wood
molded pediment. Doubie-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance. These windows are repeated in the second
story. The dwelling has amolded wood corniceand a sidegablerwf, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story addition with a Shed roofis attached to
the west elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1008 South Dinwiddie Street 000-94164062
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a soiid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shucturai
system decorated with concrete block pilasters. The facade (north elevation) featuresacentral enhy set behum concrete block pilasters supportinga wood molded
p~dimcnt Double-hung >In)I sash tt.6-light a ~ n d o u sict het,,,een rowlock 91119 and und lintels t l ~ n kthc cntranccand 3re rcpcatcd in thr uppcr story K J I . ~ ~
2oncrctc block panels tiank the tirst ston, uindows. Thedwelling has 3 siJeaablcrooi.
which isco\crul with sohalt chincle>. Onccxtmor-side h n ~ kch~nrnck
exists on the south elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1012 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0061
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in German vinyl siding. The facade (north elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum cladpedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash
with 616-light windows set over rowlock sills flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1016 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0060
Primary Resource Informat~on:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a soiid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade(north elevation) features a central enhy set in an aluminum cladpedimented surround with reededpilasters. Doublehung vinyl sash lll-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. The one-story, one-bay wing is clad in aluminum siding and topped with a Shed roof. A two-story wood-frame addition with a Shed roof is attached to
the south elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1017 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0217
Primary Resource I,?formario,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete black structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock helt-course. The facade(southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a concrete block surround with a w d m o l d e d
pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light window? with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in the upper story. Raised
concrete block nanels flank the first stow windows. Thedwelline has a sideeableroof. which is covered with asohalt shingles. Oneuterior-side stretcher-bond
brick chimney dxists on the northeast elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition cladin weatherboards and topped with ;gable roof is attached tothe northwest
elevation. This addition does not negatively affect the integrity of the original dwelling, as the original dwelling remains intact.
Individual Resou~ceSratus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

1020 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0059
Pri~nawRe.source l n f o m t i o n : Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling was originally two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supportinga concrete block
structural system. The facade (northeast elevation) features a central enny set between concrete block pilasters supporting a w d molded pediment. Double-hung
vinyl sash windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. Raised concrete block panels flank the first story
windows. The original roof of the dwelling has been removed. A recently built large-scale cinder block addition has been built onto the side, rear and top of the
original house and a new side gable roof has been added.
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Individual Resource Stanrs: Single Dwelling

Non-Contributing

1021 South Dinwiddie Street 000-94160216
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a concrete block surround with a wood molded
pediment flanked by double-hung wood sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated on the second story. Raised
concrete biock panels flank the first story windows. The dweliing has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1024 South Dinwiddie Street 000-94160058
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, ca 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block stmcturai
system decorated with a brick rowlock stringcourse and belt-course. The facade (northeast elevation) features a side entry set in a concrete block surround and
double-hung vinyl sash ill-light windows set between rowlock sills and wood lintels. Raised concrete block panels flank the tirst story windows. The dwelling
has a molded wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A metal awning shades the entrance.
Individual Resource SIatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1025 South Dinwiddie Street 000-94160215
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styledwelling is hvostories in height and three bays wide. It has asolid concrete block structural system clad in formstone on the first story
and aluminum siding on thc second story. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a raised fomlstone clad surround with a molded wood
pediment flanked by double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is
covered with asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Srotur: Single Dwelling
Contributing
individual Resource Sfatur: Shed
Non-Contributing
1028 South Dinwiddie Street 000-94160057
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block S ~ N C N I ~ ~
system decorated with brick
at the comers. The facade (northeast elevation) features a central entry flanked by concrete block pilasters supporting a
windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance. Raiscd concrete biock nanels flank
molded wood oediment. Double-hune-vinvl
, sash 616-lieht
u
each window. The second story features paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows set above rowlock sills. The dwelling has a side gable roof covered with
asphalt shingles. A one-story addition clad in vertical boards and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the southwest elevation.
Individual Resource Slarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1,zdivid~ialR e . o Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
~

~

1029 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0214
Prrmajy Resource I,~formarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It bas a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block stmctural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southwest elevarion) features acentral entry set in an aluminum clad concrete biock~surroundflanked by double-hung
vinvl sash Iil-lieht
in the uooer
" windows. These windows are re~eated
. . stow. The dwelling- has a side eableroof. which is covered with asohalt shingles.
- A onestory, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by wood columns shades theentrance. The portico peak is clad in vinyl siding. A two-story wood-frame
addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the northeast elevation.
Contributing
Indivil,al Resource Sratrrs: Single Dwelling
1032 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0056
Primo,p Rerortrce /,$ormarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling- is two stories in heieht
a concrete block structural
- and three bays wide. I t has a solid concrete block foundation supporting
..
system clad is vinyl siding. The facade (northeast elevation) features a side entry set in aprojecting surround clad in vinyl siding and double-hung vinyl sash ill light windows. The dweliing has a cornice clad in vinyl and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a
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corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Srarus: Shed

Contributing
Non-Contributing

1033 South Dinwiddie Street 000-9416-0213
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block smctural
system with the first story clad in formstone and the second story clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central entry set in a
formstone clad projecting pedimented surround flanked by double-hung wood sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The
dwelling has a side gable roof covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A metal awning
shades the entrance. A one-story, one-hay wood-frame wing clad in aluminum siding and topped with a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing

South Edison Street
1000 South Edison Street 000-94160053
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, ca 1942
This Colonial Revival stylc dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supponing a concrete block structural
system clad with vinyl siding. The facade (southwest elevation) is extremely hard to see and the windows can not be seen from the public right-of-way. The
dwelling has a fiont gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. The onestory porch has been enclosed and contains sliding glass doors.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Individual Re.~orrceStatas: Shed
1004 South Edison Street 000-9416-0052
Primao, Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
T h i ~Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete hlock structural
system covered with stucco. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side entty set in a projecting stuccoed surround and double-hung wood sash 616-light
windows set in stuccoed surrounds with keystone lintels. A raised s l c c o smngcourse decorates the facade. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which iscovered
with asphalt shingles. A one-story stuccoed wing is attached to the southeast elevation.
lrrdividual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1005 South Edison Street 000-9416-0079
P n ~ n Resource
o ~
Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block smctural
system clad in siding with a stuccoed facade. The facade (southwest elevation) features stuccoed quoins at the comers, a side entry set in a stuccoed pedimented
surround and double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows. The windows are set in stuccoed surrounds with keystones. Thedwelling has a front gablerwf, which is
covered with asphalt shingles. The one-story wing with a Shed roofcontains the Garage bay and is attached to thenorthwest elevation. A two-story addition exists
on the northeast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1008 South Edison Street 000-9416-0051
Prrrnar) Resource I~forrnatio,~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwell in^ is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting a concrete block structural
systeni covered with stucco. The faiade (southwest elevntion) features ;central entry set between stuccoed concrete block pilasters supporting a molded wood
~ e d i m m t .Double-hune-vinvl
. sash !/I-lieht windows with rowlock sills flank the entrance and are re~eatedin the second stow. The dwelling- has a side -eable
roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story addition with a Shed roofisamached
to the northeast elevation.
Irzdivid~ralResource Stattrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-
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1011 South Edison Street 000-94164078
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Storles 2.00, Style: Colonlal Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling.is two stories in height
a concrete block structural
- and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting
..
system. The facade (southwest elevation) feahlres acentral entry set in a stuccoed concrete block surround. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows flank the
entrance and are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a
corbeled cap exists on the northeast elevation. A screened porch is attached to the northeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource States: Single Dwelling
1012 South Edison Street 000-9416-0050
Primary Resource Infirmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with raised concrete block pilasters at the corners. The facade(southwest elevation) features acentral entry flanked by concrete block pilasters
supporting a molded wood pediment. Double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows set between rowlocksillsand wood lintels flank theentrance. These windows are
repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick chimney exists on the northeast
elevation. A one-story concrete block wing with a Shed roofis attached to the southeast elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
1016 South Edison Street 000-9416-0049
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Storles 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set in a flush wood surround with amolded entablature. Double-hung vinyl sash
Ill-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covcred with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney is visible. A two-story wood-kame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
Ind;vidual Resource Slarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1017 South Edlson Street 000-9416-0077
Priman' Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a rowlock stringcourse. The facade (northeast elevation) features a cenhal entry set between concrete block pilasters supporting a wood
molded pediment. Double-hung vinyl sash lil-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The
dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
I ~ i d i v i h ~Resource
al
Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1020 South Edlson Street 000-9416-0048
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvo stories in height and three bays wide. It has aconcrete block foundation supporting aconcrete block structural systm.
The facade (south elevation) features a one-story, one-bay concrete block entry vestibule with a molded wood cornice and flat roof positioned one side of the
double-hung vinyl sash Ill -light windows. The windows are set between rowlock sills and wood lintels. Thesecond story isdecorated with arowlock stringcourse
and belt-course. The dwelling has a wood molded cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a
corbeled cap exists on the north elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
1023 South Edison Street 000-9416-0076
Pnrnarp Rerource Infomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling;s two stories in height and thr& bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstnn clad in vinvl sidine. The facade (northeast elevation) features a side entrv set in a concrete block surround with a molded wood cornice and double-hung
vinyl sash 111-lightwindows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is cove& with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeledcap is
visible over the roof line. A one-story addition is attached to the southwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resorrrce Starlrs: Single Dwelling

-
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1024 South Edison Street 000-9416-0047
Prima~Resaurc~lnformation:
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a brick rowlock shingcoune and belt-course. d he facade (south elevation) fea~resa side entry set in a raised concrete block surround with a
molded- wood lintel and double-hune vinvl
sash 616-lieht windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. The dwellinz
>
- hasan aluminum encasedcomiceanda front
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One extmbr-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the north elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition
clad in vinyl siding is attached to the north elevation.
Cootributing
Individ~ialResource Starus: Single Dwelling
~~~~

-

-

1028 South Edison Street 000-9416-0046
P r i m a y Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block smctural
system clad in asbestos shingles. The facade (south elevation) features a central enhy set in a concrete block surround with a wood molded pediment flanked by
double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with aluminum clad sills. These windows are repeated on thesecond story. Thedwelling hasasidegable roofclad with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney exists on the north elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Sforus: Single Dwelling
1029 South Edison Street 000-9416-0074
Prima? Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling- is two stories in height
- and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting
..
- a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (nonh elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum clad concrete block sul~ound.Double-hung metal sash
Ill-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a side gableroof, which iscovered with asphalt shingles. An awning on
metal brackets shades the enhance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Slatus: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Individual Re.vource Sratus: Shed
lrrdividual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1032 South Edison Street 000-9416-0045
P r l r n o ~Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem. The facade (south elevation) features a side ennv set in araised concrete block surround and paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows. On the first
story these windows feature 2-light metal transoms, rowlock sills, and wood lintels. On thesecond story thecontinuous rowlock sills form and stringcourseand a
rowlock course above the wood lintels creates a belt-course. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end
stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the north elevation.
Contributing
1,~dividualResource Starus: Single Dwelling

1033 South Edison Street

000-9416-0073

PHmoly Resource Information: Single Dwelline,
-. Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This colonial ~ e v i v astyledwellingis
l
two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svste~n.The facade (north elevation) features a central e n m set between concrete block oilasters suooonine
a molded wood ~ediment.Fixed vinvl sash 12-iirht
.
windows with rowlock sills and wodd lintels flank theentrance. Fixed vinyl sash 9-lightwindows with rowkck sills light the upper story. ~aisedconcreteblock
panels flank the tirst story windows. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A second story addition supported by wood posts
is attached to the south elevation.
Contributing
Individ~ialResource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Irtdivideol Resource Status: Shed

.

.

1036 South Edison Street 000-9416-0044
Prin~an.Re.vom~eI,foforn~atio~r:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block Foundation supporting a concrete block structural
systm~.The facade (south elevation) features a central entry set between concrete block pilasters and flanked by paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows
with 2-light transoms set between rowlock sills and wood lintels. These windows are repeated in the second story where the rowlock sills arecontinuous. Raised
concrete block panels flank the windows. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneextenor-side brickchimney exists on the
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north elevation. A one-story, onebay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the enhance
Contributing
Individual Re.source Srarus: Single Dwelling
1039 South Edison Street 000-9416-0072
Primary Resource Infinnation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Re+ival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shuctural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at the comers. The facade (north elevation) features acenhal entry set benveen concrete block pilasters s u ~ ~ o r t i an g
wood molded pediment. Paired sets oi3-light metal casement windows with 2-light metal transoms set benvemkwlock sills and wood lintels flank the&hy. The
windows, without the transoms, are repeated in the upper story. Raised concrete block panels flank the first story windows. The dwelling ha? a side gable roof.
which is covered with asphalt shingles.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Shed
Nou-Contributing
1040 South Edison Street 000-9416-0043
Primary Resource Infirmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shuctural
system. The facade (south elevation) features a cenhal enhy set in a Colonial Revival wood sunound with projectingpilasters and a molded pediment. Doublehung wood sash Ill-light windows set between rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the enhance and are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a sidegable
roof covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side shetcher-bond brick chimney exists on the north elevation.
h~dividualResource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1044 South Edison Street 000-9416-0042
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry and double-hung vinyl sash l/l-light windows set above rowlock sills. The
dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with a~phaitshingles. One exterior-end shetcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northwest elevation. A onestory, one-bay portico with a front gable rnnf supported by square wood posts shades the enhance. An wood-frame addition with a Shed roof is attached to the
northwest elevation.
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1045 South Edison Street 000-9416-0071
Prirnary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding and a brick veneer. The facade (north elevation) has a stretcher-bond brick veneer with brick quoins at thecomers. Thecenhal enhyis
flanked by double-hung metal sash ill-light windows with rowlock sills and soldier course lintels. These windows are repeated in the upper
~. story. Thedwelling
has a sidia gable roof,which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roofsupp&ed by wood posts shades thcenbdnce
A two-stow wood-frame addition clad in vinvl sidine is attached to the south elevation.
lndividuol Resource Srorus; Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

1048 South Edison Street 000-9416-0041
Primary Resource Infirmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry set between concrete block pilasters suppomng aconcrete block lintel and paired setsof3-light metal
casement sash windows with 2-light hansoms set between rowlock sills and wood lintels. Thedwelling has a wood comiceand a front gable roof, which is covered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northwest elevation.
111dividualResource Sranu: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1049 South Edison Street 000-9416-0070
Priman. Resource hfomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. it has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side entry set in a aluminum siding clad concrete block surround and double-hung
metal sash Ill-light windows. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, two-bay porch with a Shed rnnfsuppnrted
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by wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Stotus: Single Dwelling

Contributing

1052 South Edison Street 000-9416-0040
Primary Resource lnformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
vinvl
system decorated with concrete block suoins. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central e n m set between concrete block nilasters. Double-hung
sash lll-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is
covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. The gable peak is clad
with weatherboards. A one-story addition clad in asbestos shingles is attached to the northwest elevation.
Individual Resource Stotus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

.

~

~

~~

~

~~~

~~

~~-~~~

1055 South Edison Street 000-9416-0069
Primary Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features acentral entry set in a vinyl siding clad concretesurround. Doublehung vinyl sash 616-light
windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story addition
is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individual Resource Storus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Non-Contributing
1056 South Edison Street 000-9416-0039
Primory Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block quoins. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central ennv set between concrete block nilasters sunnortine a wood
molded pediment. Paired sets ofmetal casement windows with 3-lights and 2-light transoms flank the intrance and are repeated in thksecond story. Thedwelling
has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One interior stretcher-bond brick chimney is visible.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing

..

1060 South Edison Street 000-9416-0038
Primary Resource lnformation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a masonry structural with
concrete blocks clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in a wood sul~ound. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light
windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a wood corniceand a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A
one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades theentrance. A one-story, oncbay wing with a flat roofextends from the
northeast elevation.
Individ~talResource Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individrml Resource Stnni.~:Shed
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Barbecue Pit
Non-Contributing
1061 South Edison Street 000-9416-0068
Primary Rerource Infarmotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (northwest elevation) features a central entry set between vinyl siding clad pilasters and douhle-hung vinyl sash lli-light
windows set above rowlock sills. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, three-bay porch with a Shed roof
supported by turned wood posts is attached to the facade. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the southeast elevation.
hdividunl Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1064 South Edison Street 000-9416-0037
Priman, Resorrrce kfbnnatio?~:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a masonry structural with
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concrete blocks clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southeast elevation) feahlres a central e n t ~ yset in a vinyl clad surround with pilasters. Double-hung vinyl
sash lll-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
interior brick chimney is visible. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Sforus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Rerource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1065 South Edison Street

000-94160067

Primary Resource Informofion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three hays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system covered with a hrick veneer and vinyl siding. The facade (northwest elevation) is covered with a brick veneer and features a cenhal entry set in a brick
pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills flank the enhance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a
side gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
h~dividualResource Slarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1068 South Edison Street 000-9416-0036
Primary Resource InJormarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a masonry structural with
concrete blocks clad in vinyl German siding. The facade(southeast elevation) features acenhal enhy set in a vinyl clad oedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl
sash lll-light windows flank the enhance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has amolded cornice and a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney exists on the nonhwest elevation. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the
northwest elevation.
Individual Rerource Sratus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Slarus: Garage
Non-Contributing
1071 South Edison Street 000-94160066
Primary Resource Ifformarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (west elevation) features a side entry set between vinyl siding cladpilastersanddouble-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows.
The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side chimney clad in vinyl siding exists on the north elevation. A onestory, one-bay porch with a Shed roof supported by turned wood posts shades the entrance.
hzdividual Resorrrce Starus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1072 South Edison Street

000-9416-0035

Priman. Resource /nformarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three hays wide. It has a solid concrete hlock foundation supporting a masonry structural system
with concrete blocks clad in vinyl siding. The facade(southeast elevation) features a cenhal entry set in a vinyl clad surround and is flanked by double-hung vinyl
sash Ill-light windows. These windows are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingle. Oneextaiorside brick chimney is visihle. A one-story, one-bay porch with a front gable roof supported by scrolled brackets shades the entrance. A one-stoly wood-frame
addition is attached to the northwest elevation.
individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1076 South Edison Street

000-9416-0034

Priman. Resolme Infofonnarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942

This Colonial Revival sN!e dwelling is two stories in heieht and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation suooortinr!
..
- amasonw structural system
with concrete blocks clad in vinyl siding. The facade (east elevation) features a side enhy set in a wood surround and double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows.
The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingla. One central-interior hrick chimney is visible. A onestow. one-bav. oortico
with a front eahle roof s u.~. ~ o r t hv
e d wood knee brackets shades the entrance. A two-stow addition is attached to the west elevation.
.
Contributing
Irzdividtrol Re.sorr,re Sratus: Single Dwelling
Ind,vihiol Resorrrce Slarus: Shed
Contributing

-
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1077 South Edison Street 000-9416-0065
Primary Resource Infomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block strucmral
system covered with aluminum siding. The facade (west elevation) features a central entry set between aluminum siding cladpilasters. Double-hung vinyl sash
Ill-light windows flank the enhance and are repeated in the second story. The dwelling has a side gable r w f covered with asphalt shingles. A metal awning
shades the enhance. One-story additions with Shed roofs are attached to the east and south elevations.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
1106 South Edison Street 000-9416-0101
Primary Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling.is two stories in height
. and three bays wide. It haq a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a rowlock stringcourse and belt-course. The facade (northeast elevation) features a side entry set in a concrete block surround set next to
douhle-hung
vinvl
sash
Ill-lieht windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. Thesecond stow is lit bv two sets of vaired 3-light
-~~~~~~
~~~,~
~~~-~~
- metal casement windows with
rowlock sills and wood lintels. The dwelling has a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney exists on the
southwest elevation. A one-story wood-frame addition with a Shed roof is attached to the southwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srorus: Single Dwelling
~~~~~

~

~

1110 South Edison Street 000-94160102
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with concrete block pilasters at each corner. The facade (northeast elevation) feahlres a central entry set between concrete block pilasters
supporting a molded wood pediment. Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated on the
s
the first stow windows. The dwelline has a side zablerwf. which is covered with asphalt shingles.
second stow.
, Raised concrete block ~ a n e l flank
. Oneexteriorside brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story concrete block addition with a Shed roofand an exterior-end concrete block chimney isanached
to the southwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
1111 South Edison Street 000-9416-0167
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styledwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has aconcrete block foundation supponing a concrete block smctural system
clad in aluminum siding and decorated with aluminum siding clad pilasters at the corners. Thefacade(s0uthwest elevation) features acenml entry set in aconcrete
d a molded wood pediment and flanked by double-hung vinyl sash 111-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows are repeated in the
block s u ~ ~ o u nwith
second story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the northeast
elevation.
Contributing
1,tdividrral Resource Slartds: Single Dwelling
1115 South Edison Street 000-9416-0166
Primary Recource I~fomzarion:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945

This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at the comers. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry
positioned next to a hay window with double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows flanking a fixed vinyl sash l-light window. The second story contains doublehjng tiny1 s ~ >hh 0-light u i n d ~ v uith
r
n,uh,ck ~ l l slhc II\~cllingh ; ~ ;tn
i ~ l u ~ n ~ ncorntcc;ind
unl
> kldr 9:thlc r w t , whlih liio\ereJ uirh 3~phdltshinglo. Onc
cxtcnor-tnd ~rrct:hr.r-h<>nJhriA chitnney ~ . Y I , I Son tlbc uc,t cle~3tion.\ une-stog, one-hziy pnnlc,, x ith .t tionr g:~hleronr iupponeJ b) wcad posts ihadci rhr.
entrance.
Contributing
l,~dividualResource Srarrrs: Single Dwelling
1119 South Edison Street 000-9416-0165
Prima,y Resource htfonriario,,: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supponing a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (south elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired double-hung
wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the second story. The dwelling has an aluminutn clad cornice and a
side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the west elevation. A one-story, one-hay
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portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. The portico peak is clad in vinyl siding.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1120 South Edison Street 000-9416-0175
Primarv Resource Information: Sinele Dwelline. Stories 2.00.. Stvle:
. Colonial Revival. 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcha-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
The facad; (north elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung
system with bricks laid i n a 6-cours;~merican bond
wood sash 616-lieht windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individuallv.revealed in theuvoerstow. Thedwelline has a boxed wood comiceand a side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-end brick chimney with acorbeled cap exists on theeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico
with a front gable roof supported by w w d posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
w.

.

-

..

1123 South Edison Street 000-9416-0164
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (south elevation) features a sideentry. .
wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story where they feature continuous rowlock sills and
lintels. One round wood louvered vent is centered in the eable oeak. 7he dwelline has an aluminum clad cornice and a front eable roof. which is covered w~th
asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-sidestretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the west elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported hy
square wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing

- .

-

-

1124 South Edison Street 000-9416-0176
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. Thefacade(north elevation) features asideenhypositioned
next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616:light windows set above a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper st& and are
connected bv continuous rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelline has a front ueableroof. which is covered with asnhalt shineles.
One exterior-side brick chimnev
with a corbeled cap exists on the east elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by turned wood posts shades the entrance. A onestory, one-bay wood-frame wing clad in weatherboards and featuring one tripartite window is attached to the west elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling

-

1127 South Edison Street 000-9416-0163
Primor)' Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry s t ~ c t u r a l
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at the comers. The facade (south elevation) features a sideentry set in a
wood surround positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windowsare individually repeated in the
second rtoty. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the west
elevation.
111dividualResource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
I~zdividrcalResource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1128 South Edison Street 000-9416-0177
Primor)' Resource /,firmarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid srretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters. The facade (north elevation) features a side entry set in a wood
surround with fluted pilastersand adentiled entab~ahlre~ositionednext
toone set ofpiired double-hung woodsash 616-light windows with arowlocksill. These
windowsare individuallv. reneated
- Oneexterior-end brick chimnev
. in theupper
. . storv. Thedwellina" has a side eable roof. which is covered with amhalt shinales.
with a corbeled cap exists on the east elevation. A one-story, one-bay metal carport with a Shed r w f extends from the west elevation.
111dividt~al
Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individ~~al
Resource Statrds: Shed
Non-Contributing
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1131 South Edison Street 000-9416-0162
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oanem and decorated with a rowlock strinacourse. The facade (south elevation) features a side entw
Asitioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung wood k h 616-light windows abovearowlock
areindividually r-tedon
thesecond s t o i .
h e windows on the second story have a continuous rowlock lintel and sill. A round wood louvered vent is centered in thegable peak: The dwelling has a front
eableraof.
which is covered with asohalt shineles. One exterior-side shetcher-bond brick chimnev existson the west elevation. A one-stow. one-bav wrtico with
"
a front gable roof supported by wodd posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Individtiol Resource Status: Shed
Contributing

sill.-these windows

~~~~

1132 South Edison Street 000-94160178
Primary Resource hljormorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid shetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry smctural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattem. The facade (northeast elevation) features asideentrywsihoned
next to onesctofpaireddouble-hung
..
wood sash 616-light windows set above a rowlock sili. These windows areindividually repeated in thesecond story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is
covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front
gable roof supported by wood posts shades the enhance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Starus: Single Dwelling
1135 South Edison Street 000-9416-0161
Primary R~esourceInfomarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doublehung vinyl sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled capexists on thenorthwest elevation. A one-story, one-hay
portico with a front gable roof supported by metal posts shades the enhance. The portico peak is clad in vinyl siding.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1136 South Edison Street 000-9416-0179
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and deconted with brick pilasters at thecorners. The facade(north east elevation) features a side entry
set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a dentiled comice next to one set ofpaired douhle-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These
windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a sidegabie roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexteriorend brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southeast elevation.
/~~dividuol
Reso!rrce Slortir: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Irtdrvidrtol Resource Srorus: Shed
Non-Contributing
1139 South Edison Street 000-9416-0160
Pri,nan' Resource Infonnario,~: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling- is two stories in height
a masonry structural
- and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting
~.
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilastmat thecorners. The facade(southwest elevation) features a sideenny
set in a wood surround with fluted oilasters and amolded entahiatureoositioned next to oneset ofoaireddouble-hune wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock
in the u~perstoni.
~ o b awning
d
sill. These windows are individualiy. repeated
.
..
.windows with 3-lights
. are visib1ein"theraised basement. Thedwelling hasaside
gable roofcovered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled capexists on thenorthwm elevation. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame
wine clad in weatherboards and featurine ialousie windows and a Shed roof is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individ~rolRe.so>oreSronts: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

--

1140 South Edison Street 000-9416-0180
Prima~yResotrrre 1,~fonnarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid sttetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
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system with bricks laid in a6-course American bond pattern. The facade(northeas1 elevation) feahlresa sideenbypositioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung
wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the second story wherea continuous rowlock sill and lintel stretch
between the two windows. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side brick chimney with a
corbeled cap exists on the southeast elevation. A onestory, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1143 South Edison Street 000-9416-0159
Primary Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvo stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a bcourse American bond pattern. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doubiehung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windowsareindividually repeated in thesecond story. Thedwelling hasa wood corniceandaside
gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side shetcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico
with a front gable roof supported by decorative metal posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Garage
Contributing
1144 South Edison Street 000-94160181
P h o r y Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid snetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (northeast elevation)features asideentrypositionednext to one set ofpaired doublehung
a
roof, which is covered
wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupperstory. Thedwelling h a ~ sidegable
with asphalt shingles. One exta'or-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof
supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. A two-story wood-frame wing clad in weatherboards and featuring sliding sash windows is attached to the
northwest elevation.
IndividualResource Slotus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1147 South Edison Street 000-9416-0158
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styie dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a soiid snetcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side entry
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the second story
with continuous rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelling has an aluminum clad corniceand a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexteriorside hrick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the northwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by turned wood posts
shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the northeast elevation.
h~dividualRe.snurce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Slatrrs: Shed
Non-Contributing
1148 South Edison Street 0069416-0182
Primary Resource Infirmation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival styie dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a soiid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters at the comers. Thefaqade(northeast elevation) features a sideentry
set in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature positioned next to onesel ofpaireddouble-hung w d sash 616-light windows with arowiock
sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a wood corniceand a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles.
One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southeast elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1151 South Edison Street 000-9416-0157
Primaq' Resource I~lformation:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two hays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a h-course American bond pattern. The facade (southwest elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doublehung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sills. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is
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covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the northwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable
roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. The portico peak is clad with German weatherboards.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
South Emerson Street
1040 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0088
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade(southeast elevation) features a central enhy set in an aluminum clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash
Ill-light windows flank the enhance. Thedwelling has asidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Atwo-story addition is anached to thenorthwest
elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Contributing
P r i m o ~ yResource Informarion:

1041 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0087
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shuctural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (west elevation) features acentral enhy with avinyl siding clad pedimented surround. Double-hung vinyl sash 818-light
windows flank theentrance and are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has asidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-sidebrick
chimney is visible. A one-story, one-bay wing with a gable roof is attached to the north elevation. A two-story addition exists on the east elevation.
Individual Resource Slams: Single Dwelling
Contributing
P r i m a y Resource Information:

1044 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0089
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling- is two stories in h e i-~ hand
t three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation support
. . in^.a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southeast elevation) features a central entry set in an aluminum clad concrete block pedimented surround. Doublehung vinyl sash l/l-light windows flank the entrance and are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the northwest elevation
Individual Resource Sralus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
P r i m a y Resource Information:

1045 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0086
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (west elevation) features a central entry set between aluminum siding clad pilasters supporting a wood pediment.
Double-hung vinyl sash ill-light windows flank the enhance and are repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has asidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. A metal overhang shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Primary Resourcelnjormarion:

1105 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0122
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block shuctural
systcm. The facade (west elevation) features a central ently set in a concrete block surround. Double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills and
wood lintels flank the entrance and are repeated in the second story. One window has been replaced by double-hung wood .sash 611-light window. Raised
with a
concrete block uanels flank the first stow windows. Thedwelline has a side eable roof. which is covered with asuhalt shingles. A one-stow,
..on-bay. portico
.
front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the entrance. A one-sto~yconcrete block addition with a Shed roof is attached to the east elevation
lndividrral Resource Sranls: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Primary Resoirrce Information:

-

1106 South Emerson Street

000-9416-0115
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade(east elevation) features a central entry set in a vinyl siding clad concrete block sut~ound.Double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light
Primary Resource 1,rformatinn:
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windows flank theentrance and are repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has aside gable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. A one-story, one-bay
porch with a Shed roof supported by wood posts shades the entrance. A one-story addition with a Shed roof is attached to the west elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1109 South Emerson Street 000-94164121
Primory Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The facade (southwest elevation) features a central enhy set in an aluminum siding clad pedimented surround. Doublehung vinyl
sash Iil-light windows with aluminum clad sills flank theentrance and are repeated in the second story. Thedwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney exists on the northeast elevation. A one-story, one-bay wing is attached to the southeast elevation.
Individual Resoiirce Slarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1110 South Emerson Street 000-9416-0116
Primav Resource Informafion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival stvle dwelline is two stories in heieht and three bavs wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation sunnonine a concrete block structural
system clad in vinyl siding. The facade (east elevation) features a side enhy set in aconcrete block surround anddouble-hung.vinyl
. sash lil-light windows. The
dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is co;ered with asphalt shingles. One interior brick chimney with a corbeled cap is visible
over the roof line. A Shed roof supported by wood brackets shades the entrance. One two-story wood-frame addition clad in vinyl siding is attached to the west
elevation.
Individual Resource Srarus; Single Dwelling
Contributing

..

-

1113 South Emerson Street 000-94164120
Primary Rerource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling was originally two stories in height and three bays wide but now measures five bays wide. The original dwelling has a
a concrete block structural svstem clad in a formstone veneer with nilasters at the comers. Thecentral entw ofthe orieinal
concrete block foundation sunnonine
..
dwelling is marked by~.~
a projecting lintel. A set of paired 3-light metal casement windows with a 2-light transom has been insnted in the original door opening.
This window matches therest of the first story windows and has a stone sill. Theupper story is lit by &ired sets of3-light metal casement windows. Theoriginal
dwelline has a side eable roof. which is covered with asnhalt shineles. One exterior-side brick chimnev with a corbeled can exists on the southeast elevation. A
large two-story, two-bay addition is attached to the northeast elevation. This addition is clad in formstone and features windows matching those found in the
original dwelling. The windows have stone sills and keystone lintels. The addition has two gabled wall dormers and a side gable roof One exterior-end brick
chimnev with a corbeled can is attached to the northeast elevation.
lndividuul Rerource Sratus: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing

-

1114 South Emerson Street 000-9416-0117
Primary Resource 1,formotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling
.is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting
..
.a concrete block structural
system clad in aluminum siding. The dwelling has a central entry set in an aluminum clad pedimented surround. Paired sets of 3-light metal casement windows
flank the entrance and are reoeated in the unner
.. stow. The first stow windows have 2-lieht metal transoms. The dwelline has a side "eable roof. which is covered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story addition is attached to the southwest elevation
Individunl Resource Borus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

-

1117 South Emerson Street 000-9416-0119
Primon. Reso~rrceI,l/brmatio~~:
Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
system decorated with a rowlock stringcourse. The facade (northwest elevation) features a side passage enhy set in araisedconcrete block surround with amolded
wood lintel and 3-light metal casement windows with rowlock sills and wood lintels. The window on the first story features a 2-light metal transom and the
windows on the second story have continuous rowlock sills. The dwelling has a molded wood cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with asphalt
shingles. A wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding, built circa 1980, is attached to thenorthwest, southwest andsoutheat elevations. This addition features
fixed I -light vinyl sash windows on the facade. Although the addition reduces the integrity of the dwelling, the original building remains intact and is easily
apparent from the exterior. The dwelling is also one of the few buildings within the dismct that retains the original windows.
Individual Re.soerc~Startrs: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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1118 South Emerson Street 000-9416-0118
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1942
This colonial ~ e v i v astyle
l
dwellingis two stories in height and three bays wide. It has a solid concrete block foundation supporting a concrete block structural
svstem clad in aluminum sidine. The facade (northeast elevation) features double-hung vinvl sash Ill-lieht
windows. The orieinal entranceis no loneervisible.
u
The dwelling has a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brickchimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story woodframe addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the northeast and southeast elevations. 7he addition contains the current entrance.
Individual Resource Slams: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing

-

- .

South George Mason Drive
1801 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0238
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwellina Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This ~ b ~ o n~i eav~i v a style
l
dwellmiis two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
svstem
with bricks laid in abcourse American bondoattern. Thefacade(southeast eIevation\fea~resasideenbvoositioned next toone setoftlaired double-huna,~~~~
wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling hasa sidegable roof, which iscovered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a
front gable roof supported by wood posts shades the enhance.
Individual Re.~ourceSratus: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-.

1805 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0239
P r i ~ ~ t Resorrrce
ay
lnformotron: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is hvo stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung vinyl sash Ill-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated on the second story
and are connected to each other by continuous rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelling has an aluminum clad cornice and a front gable roof, which is covered with
aspholt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof
supported by brick posts shades the enhance.
Individual Resource Srarus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1809 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0240
Primap Resource Informotion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a6-course American bond pattern and decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. Thefacade(southeast elevation) features asideenny
sct in a wood sul~oundwith fluted pilasters and a dentiled entablature positioned next to one set of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a
rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has asidegable roof, which iscovered with asphalt shingles. Oneexteriorend stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation.
Contributing
hldir~id~~ol
Resource Slarrr.~:Single Dwelling
1,rdrvidtial Resolrrce Srarus: Shed
Non-Contributing
1813 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0241
Printan Resource 1,~fonnation:Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry
positioned next tooneset ofpaired double-hung vinyl sash windows with rowlock sills. These windows are repeated in the upper story and are connected toeach
other by continuous rowlock sills and lintels. A round louvered wood vent is centered in the gable peak. The dwelling has a front gahle roof, which is covered
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on thesouthwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a
front gable roof supported by metal posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
I,ldivid~rulResource Slants: Single Dwelling
I,~dividrmlRe,source Slanrs: Shed
Non-Contributing
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1817 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0242
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling.is two stories in height
a masonry structural
- and two hays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting
..
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set of paired doublehung
wood sash 616-lieht windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individuallv
revealed in the u ~ o s s t o w .The dwelling
has a side eable roof. which is covered
~~.
u
with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond hrick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof
supported by turned wood posts shades the entrance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Indrvidual Re,~ourceStatus: Shed
NonContributing

-

~~

~

~

~

.

..

-

1821 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0243
Primary Resource Informorion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two hays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond hrick foundation supporting a masonry shuchlral
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American hond pattern. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung
wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. Thedwelling has a wood cornice and a side gable
roof, which is covaed with asohalt shineles.
- One exterior-end hrick chimnev with a corbeled carr exists on thesouthwest elevation. A one-stow. two-hav. wrch
.
which extends past the dwelling to create a car-port is attached to the facade. It has a Shed roof supported by metal posts. A onestory wood-frame wing clad in
vertical boards and topped with a gable roof is attached to the southwest elevation. A two-story wood-frame addition clad in aluminum siding is attached to the
northwest elevation.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1825 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0244
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course~mericanbond
decorated with hrick pilasters at the corners. The facade(southeast elevation) feahlres aside entty set
in a wood s u ~ ~ o u with
n d fluted rrilastas and a dentiled corniceoositioned next to one set ofoaired double-hung- wood sash 6/6-lieht windows with a rowlock sill.
These windows are individually repeated in the upper stories. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation.
111dividualResource Srotus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1829 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0245
Primary Resource lnformario,~: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival stylc dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond hrick foundation supporting a masonry strucrural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course~mericanbond
decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade(southeast elevation) features aside enny positioned
next to one set of "aired double-hune wood sash 616-lieht windows with a rowiock sill. These windows are individuallv reneated in the second stow and have
continuous rawlork sills and lintels.-The dwelling h a s a wood cornice and a front .
gable roof. which is covered with asihait shingles.
One exterior-side hrick
.
chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the
enhance. A one-stow. one-bav brick wine with a flat roof and balustrade is attached to the northeast elevation. It features I-lieht wood casement windows.
Individual Rerource State.;: Single Dwelling
Contributing

-

-

I833 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0246
P r i n ~ a ~Resource
y
117formotio11: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American hond pattern and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry
positioned next to one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with rowlock sills. These windows areindividually repeated in thesecond story and
have continuous rowlock sills and lintels. The dwelling has a front gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-side brick chimney with a
corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-staty, one-bay portico with a front gahle roof shades the entrance. A one-story wood-frame wing clad in
aluminum siding is attached to the northeast elevation.
I,~divi&ol Resotlrce Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
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1837 George Mason Drive 000-94164247
Prima? Resource Informotio!?: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond patiem. The facade(southeast elevation) features a sideenhy positioned next to one set of paired double-hung
wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has awoodcnmice, a wood fascia board and a side
gable rwf, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico
with a front gable roof supported by square wood posts shades the enhance.
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing
1841 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0248
Prima? Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at thecorners. Thefacade(southeast elevation) features asideenhyset
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature positioned nex; to one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock
sill. These windows are individually repeated in theupper story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side gable roof, which is co\.ered with asphalt shingles.
One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation.
Itidividual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1849 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0152
Primary Rerource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling-is two storiks in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oanern decorated with a rowlock belt-course. Thefacade(southeast elevation) featuresasideennv set next to
oneset of paired double-hung wood sash 616-light wl'ndows setabovea rowlock sill. These windows are individuallyr-ted
in the upper story. Thebndowsin
theupper story are connected by a continuous rowlock sill. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a front gableroof,hhich is covered with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on thesouthwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a h n t gablerwf supported by square wood posts
shades the enhance.
lndividual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1853 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0153
Prima? Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling-is two stories in height and two hays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting amasonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bondDanem. The facade(southeas1 elevation) features asideentn set next to one setofnaired double-hung-vinvl
.
sash 111-light windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay portico with a front
gable roof shades the entrance.
I,~dividualRe.<ource Sfatus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1857 South George Mason Drive 000-94160154
Ptjn~arvResource Iiformatin~z: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colorlial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry stmctuni
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. The f a ~ a d (southeast
e
elevation) features asideenhy set
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature set next to one set ofpaired double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows set abovea rowlock sill.
These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a sidegable roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One
exterior-end brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation.
Indivihral Resource Stotus: Single Dwelling
Contributing
1861 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0155
Primaiy Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-coursk~mericanbond pattkrn decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entry set in a
wood surround with flush pilasters supporting amolded pediment next to one set ofpaired double-hung wood sash 616-light windows with a rowlock sill. These
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windows are individually repeated in the upper story and are linked together by acontinuous rowlock sill. Thedwellinghasa front gablerwfcovaed with asphalt
shingles. One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation.
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
1865 South George Mason Drive 000-94164156
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This colonial Revival style dwellingis hvo stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a maqonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a6-course American bond oattem decorated with brick ~ilastersat thecorners. The facade (southeast elevation) featuresa sideenhyset
in a wood surround with flush pilasters and a dentiled entablature positioned nextio oneset ofpaired double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows witharowlocksill.
These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. Thedwelling has a side gable rwf, which is covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick
chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation.
Contribntlng
lndividuol Resource Status: Single Dwelling
1901 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0183
Primary Resource Infomation: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond panem and decorated with a rowlock belt-course. The facade (southeast elevation) features a side entty
positioned next to one set of paired double-hung vinyl sash 616-light windows set above a rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story
and are connected by continuous rowlock sill and lintel stretching between the two. Thedwelling has around wood louvered vent in the peak, a wood corniceand
fascia hoard, and a front gahle roof, which iscovered with asphalt shingles. Oneexterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A
one-story, one-bay portico with a front gable roof suppofied by square wood posts shades the entrance.
Contributing
Individual Resource Stahrs: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
1905 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0184
Primary Resource Informorion: Single Dwellin& Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwellingis two storiks in height and two hays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond oattern decorated with brickoilasters at tbecomers. The facade (southeast elevation)fenturesasideenWset
in a wood surround with fluted pilasters and a molded entablature positioned next to oneset of paired double-hung- vinyl sash 616-light windows with a rowlock
sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a wood cornice and a side gable roof, which is c&,ered with asphalt shingles.
One exterior-side brick chimnev with a corbeled cao exists on the southwest elevation.
Contributing
lndividual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Non-Contributing
I~~dividual
Resource Slarus: Shed
~

1909 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0185
Primary Resource Information: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00. Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
T h ~ colonial
s
Revival style dwellingis two storiis in height and twd bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry slructural
svstem with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond nattem. The facade(southeast elevation) fentures aside entrv
,wsitioned next to oneset ofnaired double-hung
wood sash 6/6-light
repeated on the second sto~y.The dwelling has a side gahle roof, which is
- windows with a rowlock sill. These windows are individually
~.
covered with asphalt shingles. One exterior-end brick chimney with a corbeled cap exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-hay portico with a front
eablr roof suuoorted bv wood w s t s shades the entrance. The weak of the w n i c o is clad with weatherboards.
u
Individual Resource Status: Single Dwelling
Contributing
Individual Resource Status: Shed
Non-Contributing

.

..

1913 South George Mason Drive 000-9416-0186
Primary Resource Informarion: Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Craftsman, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supporting a masonry structural
system with bricks laid in a 6-course American bond pattern. The facade (southeast elevation) featuresa sideenhypsitioned next to oneset ofpaired double-hung
wood sash 616-light windows with arowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in thesecond storybut arejoined tooneanother by continuous rowlock
sills and lintels. The dwelling has a circular wood louvered vent in thegable peak, a wood cornice, and a front gahle roof, which is covered with asphalt shingles
with a front gable
roof supportedby square wood
One exterior-side stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story,
.. one-bay. oortico
.
.
posts shades the entrance. The portico peak is clad with weatherboards.
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Individual Resource Sfalus: Single Dwelling
1917 South George Mason Drive

Contributing

000-9416-0187

Single Dwelling, Stories 2.00, Style: Colonial Revival, 1945
This Colonial Revival style dwelling is two stories in height and two bays wide. It has a solid stretcher-bond brick foundation supponing a masonry structural
and decorated with brick pilasters at the corners. Thefaqade(southast elevation) features asideentry
system with bricks laid in a 6-cours'~merican bond
set
wood surround
~ in a ~
.
. with
~fluted
~oilasters
~ and a dentiled entablature oositioned next to one set of oaired double-hune wood sash 616-light windows with a
rowlock sill. These windows are individually repeated in the upper story. The dwelling has a wood Fascia board and a side gable roof, which is covered with
asphalt shingles. One exterior-end stretcher-bond brick chimney exists on the southwest elevation. A one-story, one-bay wood-frame wing clad in siding extends
fiom the northeast elevation.
Contributing
It~dividuolResource Sfatus: Single Dwelling
Prirnay Resource Informorion:

~

-

-
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Located in southwest Arlington County, Columbia Forest is a residential neighborhood significant as one of only twentysix housing projects built within the United States by the Defense Homes Corporation (DHC) between 1940 and 1945 and
one of only three built in the Washington, D.C. area. The large number of people flocking to the Washington, D.C. area
during the first half of the 1940s created a severe housing shortage in the city and surrounding area. Private indust~ywas
unable to meet the demand and tended to build dwellings that many government employees could not afford. It was the
responsibility of the DHC to build housing that could be rented to defense employees. The DHC often met with resistance,
as many of the housing projects it funded were not designed to become a lasting part of the community; however,
Columbia Forest was designed by the DHC to be a permanent part of the community. Directed by the A m y Corps of
Engineers between 1942 and 1945, the hilly wooded neighborhood is defined by concrete-block and brick detached singlefamily dwellings. Upon completion the modest dwellings were rented to young officers and ranking officials with families.
At the end of World War 11, the DHC was disbanded and the dwellings of Columbia Forest were sold to the public with a
preference given to war veterans.
The district meets National Register criteria A and C, and is significant under the themes of community
planning/development and architecture with the period of significance dating to 1942-1945. The neighborhood consists of
233 properties including 234 single dwellings and 90 secondary resources. In all, there are 238 contributing resources and
85 non-contributing resources within the district.
Criterion A: That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history.

Columbia Forest meets Criterion A of the National Register of Historic Places as a planned community developed by the
federal government to house military personnel and their families. In 1941, the United States government was preparing
for the possibility of entering the war raging through Europe. The military, War Department, and numerous other
governmental offices began employing large numbers of civilians, as well as enrolled men, to work what was termed as
defensive positions. This influx of workers to the Washington, D.C. area created severe housing shortages in the
surrounding suburbs, including Arlington County. In 1941, the Defense Homes Corporation (DHC) was formed to create
and fund affordable housing for the defensive workers. Columbia Forest is one of the three DHC planned and hnded
projects in the Washington, D.C. area. Under the direction of the Army Corps of Engineers between 1942 and 1945, the
two-story dwellings were rented to young married officers who worked at the nearby Pentagon or commuted to government
jobs in Washington, D.C.
Criterion C: That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction
or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction.
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The Columbia Forest district meets Criterion C for its substantial number of concrete-block and brick single-family
dwellings, which were built under the direction of the United States government between 1942 and 1945. In 1941, the
newly formed govenunent body, the Defense Housing Corporation (DHC), recognized the lack of suitable housing in the
Washington, D.C. area caused by the influx of defense and government workers. It was the primary job of the DHC to
fund and oversee the construction of housing developments. Westbrook, Incorporated and Jesse Johnson were contracted
by the Army Corps of Engineers to construct Columbia Forest in two phases between 1942 and 1945. The neighborhood,
as originally developed, only contained single-familydwellings built in the Colonial Revival style. Each dwelling is two
stories in height and between two to three bays wide, built of masonry construction using either concrete blocks or bricks,
and capped by either a front- or side-gabled roof. By alternating between two and three bays, concrete block and brick
faced, and front- and side-gabled roofs, the builders created seven Colonial Revival-style dwelling forms that were
alternated throughout the development. Although the forms differed, each dwelling, as originally built, contained the same
number of rooms. According to current residents, the dwellings contained two rooms on the first floor, two rooms on the
second floor, one bathroom, and no basement.

HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Arlin~tonCounfy

Arlington County, with its commuter trains to and fiom the nation's capital, began to grow at an unprecedented pace by the
turn of the twentieth century. Between 1870 and 1900, the population more than doubled rising from 3,185 residents to
6,430.1 This development was further spurred by U.S. involvement in World War I(1917-1918). The war stimulated a
widespread growth in all the government offices, which in turn drew employees from all over the country to the
Washington, D.C. area. This population was further increased by the workers needed to run services catering to
government employees.2 The large influx of workers created a shortage ofhousing in Washington, D.C. and people began
to look to the commuting suburbs. Arlington County, with its commuter trains, was an ideal location for developments to
house these workers. Between 1910 and 1920, the population of Arlington County increased by 6096, despite losing the
previously included populous town of Alexandria.3
During the 1920s, Arlington County continued to grow at a steady pace, with the population increasing by 40% within that
decade.4 Owing to the confusion between the City of Alexandria and the County of Alexandria, the Virginia General
Assembly voted in 1920 to change the name of Alexandria County to Arlington County. The newly formed Arlington
County government embarked on a number of countywide improvement projects. In 1923, construction began on the first
sewage system, and by 1930, the whole of the county had been designated as a single sanitary district. By 1927, the
construction of a county water system was undenvay.5
I C.B. Rose, Jr. Arlingto,?Coun* Virginia: A Histov, (Arlington County, V A : Arlington Historical Society, 1976), p.121.

2 Waverly Hills Historic Preservation Study, March 2000. On file at the Virginia Room, Arlington County Library, VA.
3 C.B. Rose, Jr. Arlington Counfy, Virginia: A Hirtory, (Arlington County, V A : Arlington Historical Society, 1976), p. 174.

4 C.B. Rose. Jr. Arlingto~?Counn: Virgi~~io:
A History, (Arlington County, V A : Arlington Historical Society, 1976), p. 174.
5 C.B. Rose, Jr. Arlington Coa~lwVirgir~ia:A History, (Arlington County, V A : Arlington Historical Society, 1976), p. 176-181
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The 1930s witnessed a countywide improvement in transportation. By the early 1930s, buses transported countyresidents
to and from Washington,
D.C. and had replaced most of the railroads.6 The importance of the automobile increased during
the 1930s, and new routes between Arlington County and the nation's capital began appearing. Memorial Bridge was
constructed in 1932, and soon after the George Washington Memorial Parkway was expanded and major thoroughfares
were constructed throughout the county.7
~

During the 1930s, the country fell into a nationwide economic depression. In order to provide a boost to the economy as
well as employment opportunities for civilians, the govemment enacted a series of programs. President Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal programs more than doubled the number of civilian jobs within the government between 1930 and
1940. The Works Projects Administration, launched in 1935, created an enormous demand for professional and whitecollar workers in Washington, D.C., while the Public Works Administration needed a large number of construction and
blue-collar workers.8 The promise of work brought thousands to the Washington, D.C. area and Arlington County, with its
new gracefol subdivisions, public water and sewer, and easy commute to and fiom Washington, D.C., made it an attractive
alternative to living in the city. The population of Arlington County more than doubled between 1930 and 1940, with 43%
of the total population working for the United States govemment. The new population of Arlington in 1940 was young,
85% of the residents were under fifty years of age, and educated with 20% holding college degrees.9 By 1940, the
increasing population caused the county's sewage system to become obsolete and local officials began asking Congress to
help pay for the upkeep of the system.10 However this did not deter people from settling in the fast-growing county.
In 1940, Americans began preparing themselves for the possibility of attack from Germany, Italy or Japan. At the
beginning of 1940, Arlington citizens organized the "Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies" and requested
the County Board to assist in obtaining a rifle and pistol range where county citizens could train for defense. Later that
year, the Commonwealth started to organize the Virginia Protective Force, militia units based throughout the state to guard
bridges, public utilities, and transportation routes. Sixty men were assigned to guard sites in the Arlington area. At the
beginning of 1941, the Arlington Civic Federation urged the governor of Virginia to appoint a Defense Council for
Arlington County, which was done one month later in February. By June of 1941, a civilian defense registration plan was
created to determine individual's skills and abilities in case of an emergency. 11
Civilians were not alone in their fear of an attack on U.S. soil. The federal government and military were also preparing
for the possibility of war. By the summer of 1941, the Army had grown from 270,000men in 1940 to 1.4 million, the War
Department had expanded to 24,000 employees, and the number of civilian employees in the army had grown from 7,000
to 41,000. The growing War Department employees had offices housed in over 23 buildings in Washington, D.C.,
Virginia, and Maryland. 12 The lack of space lead to plans to build the Pentagon, a colossal building to house the military
6 C.B. Rose, 11. Arlingto,~Counry. Virginia: A History, (Arlington County, VA: Arlington Historical Society, 1976). p. 174
7 \\'mtrly Hill, tl#sto;i; Preicn,stt<,nGuJ). hldrsh 2OtlU. 0 n l i l c J I thc Virgini3 K W ~ .Arl!ng~,>n
.
C(>untyLihraq, \'A
8 Xnverl\ Hill, H~itorirPresennrlon Studv.
.. March ?000 On hlc at the \'~winiaRoom. 4rlinaror~
- Counn Lihnrv... \'A.
9 Waverly Hills Historic Preservation Study, March 2000. On fileat the Virginia Room, Arlington County Libraly, VA.
I0 David Brinkley, Washington Goes to War. (Maine: Thorndike Press, 1988), p. 467.
I I C.B. Rose, Jr. Arlington County, Virginia: A History, (Arlington County, VA: Arlington Historical Society, 1976). p. 204-205.
12 Alfred Goldberg, The Pentagon: The First Fiffy Years, (Washington, D.C.: The Defense Department, 1992). p. 6-7. and David Brinkley, Woshingto!~Goec
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offices and all the employed enlisted and civilian men. In preparation for a war, the government and military were growing
at an alarming pace and showed little sign of slowing down. Even before the bombs were dropped on Pearl Harbor, the
housing shortage in Washington, D.C. and Arlington was reaching a critical level.13
The Defense Homes Corporation
By 1940, Europe was entrenched in World War I1 and the American government had begun preparing for a possible war.
Throughout the year, Congress allocated funds to support military and domestic defense projects, thus creating numerous
jobs for both military personnel and civilians. Many of the government agencies created to aid private business during the
Depression changed aims and began to finance war preparations. The Reconstruction Finance Corporation (RFC), a
government agency created in 1932 under the Herbert Hoover administration, was originally created to facilitate economic
activity by lending money. By the end of the 1930s, the RFC's primary function was to finance the construction and
operation of war plants, and to provide loans to foreign govenunents.14
As previously noted, the Washington area was facing a housing shortage created by the influx of government and defensive
workers. In 1940, the RFC was given the power to create corporations without the specific authorization of Congress. 15
On October 23, 1940, the RFC established the Defense Homes Corporation (DHC) to abate the developing housing
shortage faced by government-employed defense workers. DHC was later transferred to the National Housing Authority
(NHA) upon its establishment by President Franklin Roosevelt in February of 1942. In order to consolidate housing
efforts, the NHA organized sixteen existing federal housing organizations into three main units: The Federal Housing
Administration (FHA), the Federal Home Loan Bank Administration, and the Federal Public Housing Authority
(FPHA). 16 One of the responsibilities of the FPHA, under which DHC functioned, was to furnish "housing for war
workers in localities where impeding or existing shortages would impede war activities". 17 Between i 940 and 1945, the
Defense Homes Corporation built a total of twenty-six housing projects before being liquidated.18 Of those twenty-six
projects, five were dormitory buildings and twenty-one were built to house families. Those housing families were either
apartment building complexes, or developments of individual single dwellings.
Community Planning and Government Housing

In Arlington County, as well as other parts of the country, private enterprise could not keep up with the demand for housing
due to lack of construction materials and perceived financial risks. 19 The need for new housing- to accommodate defensive
workers was acknowledged by most Americans, however there was a concern regarding how the governrnent-sponsored
to Wac (Maine: Thorndike Press, 1988). p. 149

13 The Fairlington National Register o f Historic Places Registration Form, February 17. 1999. On File with the National Register.
14 www.banleby.com/65/reiReconFin.html,
August 2003.

17 Federal Records o f WWll 1950 vol. I: Civilian Agencies, The National Archives, Washington DC.
18 www.archives.govlresearch roomlfederal records wide/reconstmction finance cornoration r~234.htrnl#234.5.4August 2003
I9 C.B. Rose, Jr. Arlington County, Virginia: A History, (Arlington County, VA. Arlington Historical Society, 1976). p. 206.
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housing would affect the community at the war's end. In the November 1940 edition ofArchitecturalRecord, New York
architect Percival Goodman argued that it was of "vital importance to the general welfare of America that the buildings
constructed under the defense program be considered not as temporarybut as permanent additions to our lives" in order to
guarantee "maximum social and economic value for the money and effort to be expended for defense-program
architecture."20 The following year, Dorothy Rosenman, head of the National Committee on the Housing Emergency,
argued that communities needed better planning guidelines in order to avoid a future slum problem.21
Luckily, Arlington County was one of the few counties with planning guidelines already in place. Local government
control of the development of Arlington County began on June 9, 1914, when the Arlington County Board of Supervisors
adopted a subdivision control ordinance requiring developers to receive approval for subdivision plans from the county
engineer. This was done in order to ensure a coordinated layout of streets and sewers. Over a decade later, in 1927, the
General Assembly passed legislation permitting counties to adopt zoning ordinances. The Board of Supervisors for
Arlington County appointed a zoning commission that held its first meeting on July 11, 1927. Allen J. Saville was
contracted to provide the commission with the technical advice necessary to create a plan to guide land use. He submitted
his plan to the Board of Supervisors on February 14,1930, and it was adopted on April 29,1930. This plan denoted certain
types of development within the entire county. The large-scale growth of subdivisions in Arlington County during the
1930s lead to the creation of aplanning commission, an advisory body created in 1937. The following year planning was
officially recognized as a function of government by the creation of a planning division under the Office of the County
Engineer. This division created guidelines and rules that restricted and controlled the housing built within Arlington
County.
With the influx of government workers throughout the 1930s and continuing into the 1940s, the resulting wide-spread
housing development was causing problems within the county. This was exacerbated by the fear that the governmentfinanced housing would be of poor quality. This lead to the conclusion that a more restrictive county plan was needed. In
a July 1941 editorial printed in the local paper The Sun, the need for further development control was discussed:
"Nothing will hold down the county's general level of housing standards more securely than to permit
unrestricted construction of apartments, big or little, under the pressure of a boom housing market.. . Our
apprehension, and that of certain Board members, at what will happen to Arlington if some drastic and
effective restriction isn't placed on apartments is not, apparently merely a local fear.. .. Unrestricted
apartments are felt to be just as injurious to the welfare of.. .[Montgomey] County [Maryland] as we feel
they are to Arlington."22
The call for a restriction on the number of apartment buildings constructed within Arlington County was answered by the
Master Zoning Plan of 1942. The plan reduced the number of blanket apartment zones and created "population density
20 Percival Goodman "Defense-Time Planning for Peace-Time Use" Architectural Record, November 1940: 95-98
21 Dorothy Rosenman :Defense Housing - Are We Building Future Slums or Planned Communities?9rchitectural Record, November 1941 56-58.
22 TheSin (Arlington, Virginia), July 2, 1941 as quoted in Fairlington National Register o f Historic Places Registration Fonn, Febmary 17, 1999. On File
with the National Register.
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districts, varying from high density districts in apartment zones to low density districts in high residential areas."23 It also
required off-street parking in apartment and housing projects, set minimum land area standards for various forms of
residential land use, and prohibited rowhouse construction.24
Development of Columbia Forest
Under the 1930 Zoning Ordinance, written by Allen J. Saville, the land that would become Columbia Forest was
designated as "A" Residential, and thereby allowed only single-family detached houses to be built on the property.25
Although the original 1930 zoning of many areas within Arlington County was altered by 1940, the DHC decided to
construct only single-family detached dwellings on the land. This may have been due to public outcry during the early
1940s against govemment-funded apartment complexes, or due to the 1942 Master Zoning Ordinance that restricted the
number of apartment complexes and prohibited rowhouses within the county.
Due to the housing shortage created by the influx of defense workers in 1941, the DHC needed to develop areas around the
nation's capital. The wooded land upon which Columbia Forest was to be built was chosen as a site suitable for singlefamily dwellings to house young manied officers and governmental officials. The site was close to transportation routes
and it was an easy commute to the site of the planned war department offices. The DHC contracted the Army Corps of
Engineers to design the neighborhood and supenise the construction of the dwellings. The Army Corps of Engineers
attempted to conform the street layout to the existing geography of the area and to preserve as many of the existing trees as
possible. Shortages caused by the war meant there was a shortage of traditional building materials and so cheap concrete
block was used on the majority of the buildings within Columbia Forest. Westbrook, Incorporated was contracted in 1942
to erect the first phase of Columbia Forest, which consisted primarily of concrete-block dwellings. In total, Westbrook,
Incorporated was responsible for the construction of 177 concrete-block and brick dwellings in Columbia Forest. The
second phase of development was undertaken by builder Jesse Johnson in 1945 and included fifty-six brick dwellings. By
1945, the neighborhood was complete and the DHC had leased the dwellings exclusivelyto the families of young officers
and government officials. The solidly built dwellings were intended to become a permanent part of the community, not to
be demolished at the end of the war. The trees covering much of the land chosen for Columbia Forest were preserved in
order to make the neighborhood appear older. The decision to create a permanent, mature neighborhood may have been in
response to earlier public criticisms of govemrnent-financed housing.26
Although the effort was made to create a neighborhood that appeared to be well established, the overall design of Columbia
Forest was lacking in some areas. In March of 1943, less then one year after the first phase of development was completed,
county officials had to evict families from a section of ColumbiaForest. According to alocal newspaper, the Evening Star,
the families were living without sewer service on a street pocketed with holes over six feet deep.27 Although this problem
23 The Sun (Arlington, Virginia), May 22, 1942.
24 C.B. Rose, Ir. Arlingtor~Coung. Virginia: A History, (Arlington County, VA: Arlington Historical Society, 1976). p. 224.
25 Lloyd Iddings, "Columbia Forest Neighborhood History" in "Columbia Forest Neighborhood Conservation Plan," The Columbia Forest Neighborhood
Conservation Plan Committee (Arlington County, Virginia: 2000), 3-4.
26 Dorothy Rosenman, "Defense Housing - Are We Building Future Slums or Planned Communities?" Architectural Record, November 1941 56-58.
27 David Brinkley, Washington Goes to War, (Maine: Thorndike Press, 1988). p. 467.
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was soon fixed, other issues plagued the residents of Columbia Forest for a much longer period of time. As originally
developed, Columbia Forest provided residents limited access to Columbia Pike from South Frederick Street, and no
access to nearby Route 7. South George Mason Drive stopped at Four Mile Run and the nearby streams overflowed their
banks and ran through the neighborhood after heavy rains.28 It was not until 1974 that many of these problems were
addressed with the construction of a bridge over Four Mile Run connecting South George Mason Drive to the rest of the
county. At the same time, South George Mason Drive was extended to Route 7 in Fairfax County and additional access
was given to Columbia Pike from South Columbus Street.29
At the end of World War 11, the government no longer had any need for the single-family dwellings in Columbia Forest.
Individual houses within the development were sold to the public, with preference given to war veterans. The cost of a
house and lot in Columbia Forest averaged about $4,200.30 All the surviving DHC projects met a similar fate and the
organization was disbanded at the end of the war.
Development After 1945
By 1945, the Columbia Forest government-encouraged development was complete. In 1947, the original neighborhood
was enlarged by the platting of Virginia Heights, a subdivision of single-family dwellings, including a handhl of the
county's few surviving Lustron houses built in 1948. Multiple-family dwellings and commercial buildings improved areas
along Columbia Pike throughout the second half of the twentieth century. Virginia Heights is now considered a part of
Columbia Forest but is not included in the district since it was not part of the original development funded and designed by
the DHC and Army Corps of Engineers.

28 Lloyd Iddings, "Columbia Forest Neighborhood History" in "Columbia Forest Neighborhood Conservation Plan," m e Columbia Forest Neighhorhood
Conservation Plan Committee (Arlington County, Virginia: 2000). 4.
29 Lloyd Iddings, "Columbia Forest Neighborhood History" in "Columbia Forest Neighborhood Conservation Plan," The Columbia Forest Neighborhood
Consewation Plan Committee (Arlington County, Virginia: 2000), 5.
30 Lloyd Iddings, "Columbia Forest Neighborhood History" in "Columbia Forest Neighborhood Conservation Plan." The Columbia Forest Neighborhood
Conservation Plan Committee (Arlington County, Virginia: 2000), 4.
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Geographical Data
Verbal Boundary Description
Columbia Forest is located in the southwest comer of Arlington County, Virginia. The district is bounded by the northern
property lines along 11" Street South, South Edison Street, and South Dinwiddie Street to the north, the eastern property
lines along South Columbus Street to the northeast, South George Mason Street to the southeast, and the properties
fronting on the east side of South Frederick Street. Columbia Pike, lying directly to the north of the district, is a major
east-west route within the county and is a direct link between the Columbia Forest district and the Pentagon, where many
of the first inhabitants were employed. South George Mason Drive, the southeastern boundary of the district, crosses a
large portion of the county from north to south.
Boundary Justification
The Columbia Forest district boundaries follow the perimeters of the Columbia Forest neighborhood as originally designed
by the Army COTS of Engineers and built by Westbrook, Incorporated and Jesse Johnson in 1942 and 1945.
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All photographs are of:
COLUMBIA FOREST HISTORIC DISTRICT
Arlington County, Virginia
VDHR File Number: 000-9413
E.H.T. Traceries, Inc., photographer
All negatives are stored with the Department of Historic Resources:
DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 1048-1 056 South Edison Street
NEG. NO.: 20499-3 1
PHOTO: 1 of 8

DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 5100 11" Road South
NEG. NO.: 20499-24
PHOTO: 7 of 8

DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 5 123-5119 11" Road South
NEG. NO.: 20499-29
PHOTO: 2 of 8

DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 5101-5100 12" Street South
NEG. NO.: 20499-23
PHOTO: 8 of 8

DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 51 18-51 12 11" Road South
NEG. NO.: 20499-28
PHOTO: 3 of 8
DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 5049-5045 12" Street South
NEG. NO.: 20499-27
PHOTO: 4 of 8
DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 1108-1 100 South Columbus Street
NEG. NO.: 20499-26
PHOTO: 5 of 8
DATE: June 2003
VIEW OF: 502G5100 11" Street South
NEG. NO.: 20499-25
PHOTO: 6 of 8
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Buckingham Historic District (Boundary Increase)
Arlington County, Virginia

DHR File Number 000-0025

All photographs are of:
Buckingharn Historic District (Boundary Increase)
Arlington County, Virginia
VDHR File Number: 000-0025
E.H.T. Traceries, Inc., photographer

All negatives are stored with the Department of Historic Resources:
DATE: August 2003
VIEW OF: 300 North Glebe Road, looking West
NEG. NO.: 20928-24A
PHOTO: 1 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VIEW OF: 235-3 19 North Glebe Road, looking Northeast
NEG. NO.: 20928-23A
PHOTO: 2 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VIEW OF: 104-1 10 North George Mason Drive, looking West
NEG. NO.: 20928-22A
PHOTO: 3 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VIEW OF: 43 15-43 19 Second Street North, looking North
NEG. NO.: 20928-21A
PHOTO: 4 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VlEW OF: 4201-4203 Fourth Street Northi409-411 North Thomas Street, looking North
NEG. NO.: 20928-19A
PHOTO: 5 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VlEW OF: 4350-4354 North Pershing Drive, looking South
NEG. NO.: 20928-17A
PHOTO: 6 of 9
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Buckingham Historic District (Boundary Increase)
Arlington County, Virginia
DATE: August 2003
VlEW OF: 4235-4237 North Pershing Drive, looking North
NEG. NO.: 20928-15A
PHOTO: 7 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VIEW OF: 41 10-4120 Third Road North, looking Southeast
NEG. NO.: 20928-14A
PHOTO: 8 of 9
DATE: August 2003
VlEW OF: 251-257 North Thomas Street, looking East
NEG. NO.: 20928-13A
PHOTO: 9 of 9

DHR File Number 000-0025

BUCKINGHAM
HISTORIC DISTRICT
- - (BOUNDARY INCREASE) DHR 000-0025
ARLINGTON COUNTY, VIRGINIA
November 2003

1999 HISTORIC DISTRICT BOUNDARY
12003 EXPANDED HISTORIC DISTRICT BOUNDARY
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